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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a vapor deposition method 
and a vapor deposition System of film formation Systems by 
which EL materials can be used more efficiently and EL 
materials having Superior uniformity with high throughput 
rate are formed. According to the present invention, inside a 
film formation chamber, an evaporation Source holder in a 
rectangular shape in which a plurality of containerS Sealing 
evaporation material is moved at a certain pitch to a Sub 
Strate and the evaporation material is vapor deposited on the 
Substrate. Further, a longitudinal direction of an evaporation 
Source holder in a rectangular shape may be oblique to one 
Side of a Substrate, while the evaporation Source holder is 
being moved. Furthermore, it is preferable that a movement 
direction of an evaporation Source holder during vapor 
deposition be different from a Scanning direction of a laser 
beam while a TFT is formed. 
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FABRICATION SYSTEMAND MANUFACTURING 
METHOD OF LIGHT EMITTING DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to a fabrication sys 
tem having a film formation System for depositing materials 
which can be deposited by vapor deposition (hereinafter, an 
evaporation material), a light emitting device which has a 
film containing an organic compound as a light emitting 
layer and for which the fabrication System is used, and a 
manufacturing method thereof. Specifically, the present 
invention relates to a film formation method (a vapor 
deposition method) for forming a film by vaporizing an 
evaporation material from a plurality of evaporation Sources 
provided to be opposite to a Substrate and a fabrication 
System. 

0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004. In recent years, research related to a light emitting 
apparatus having an EL device as a Self-luminous light 
emitting device has been activated. The light emitting appa 
ratus is referred to as an organic EL display or an organic 
light emitting diode. Since these light emitting apparatuses 
have characteristics Such as rapid response Speed that is 
Suitable for a moving picture display, low Voltage, low 
power consumption driving, they attracts an attention for 
next generation displays including new generation's mobile 
phones and portable information terminals (PDA). 
0005. An EL device has a layer containing an organic 
compound as a light emitting layer. The EL device has a 
Structure in which a layer containing an organic compound 
(hereinafter, referred to as an EL layer) is Sandwiched 
between an anode and a cathode. Electro luminescence is 
generated in the EL layer by applying an electronic field to 
the anode and the cathode. Luminescence obtained from the 
EL device includes luminescence generated in returning to 
a base State from Singlet excited State (fluorescence) and 
luminescence generated in returning to a base State from 
triplet excited State (phosphorescence). 
0006 The EL layer has a laminated structure typified “a 
hole transporting layer, a light emitting layer and an electron 
transporting layer.' EL materials for forming an EL layer are 
classified broadly into low-molecular (monomer) materials 
and high-molecular (polymer) materials. The low-molecular 
materials are deposited using a vapor deposition System. 
0007. A conventional vapor deposition system has a 
Substrate holder where a Substrate is Set, a crucible encap 
Sulating an EL material, in other words, an evaporation 
material, a shutter to prevent the EL material to be sublimed 
from rising, and a heater for heating the EL material in a 
crucible. Then, the EL material heated by the heater is 
Sublimed and deposited on a rolling Substrate. At this time, 
in order to deposit uniformly, the distance between the 
Substrate and the crucible needs to be 1 m or more. 

0008 According to a conventional vapor deposition sys 
tem and a conventional vapor deposition method, when an 
EL layer is formed by vapor deposition, almost all the 
Sublimated EL material is adhered to an inner wall, a shutter 
or an adherence preventive shield (a protective plate for 
preventing an evaporation material from adhering to an 
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inner wall of a film formation chamber) at inside of the film 
formation chamber of the vapor deposition System. There 
fore, in forming the EL layer, an efficiency of utilizing the 
expensive EL materials is extremely low i.e. about 1% or 
leSS and manufacturing cost of a light emitting apparatus 
becomes very high. 
0009 Further, according to a conventional vapor depo 
Sition System, in order to provide a uniform film, it is 
necessary to Separate a Substrate from an evaporation Source 
at an interval equal to 1 m or more. Therefore, the vapor 
deposition System perse grows in size, a period required for 
exhausting each film formation chamber of the vapor depo 
Sition System is prolonged and therefore, film formation 
Speed is slowed down and throughput is lowered. Also, in 
using a large area Substrate, it may be a problem that the film 
thickness between a center portion and a marginal portion of 
a Substrate is uneven. Further, the vapor deposition System 
has a structure for rotating a Substrate and therefore, there is 
a limit in the vapor deposition System aiming at a large area 
Substrate. 

0010. In view of the above-described problems, the 
present inventors have proposed a vapor deposition System 
(Reference 1. Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2001-247959 
and Reference 2. Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2002 
60926). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0011 Hence, the present invention provides a vapor 
deposition System of fabrication Systems that promotes an 
efficiency of utilizing an EL material to reduce manufactur 
ing costs and is excellent in uniformity or throughput of 
forming an EL layer and a vapor deposition method. Further, 
the present invention provides a light emitting apparatus 
fabricated by the vapor deposition System and the vapor 
deposition method according to the present invention and a 
manufacturing method of the light emitting apparatus. 

0012 Further, the invention provides a fabrication sys 
tem for vapor-depositing an EL material efficiently on a 
large area Substrate having a size of, for example, 320 
mmx400 mm, 370 mmx470 mm, 550 mmx650 mm, 600 
mmx720 mm, 680 mmx880 mm, 1000 mmx1200 mm, 1100 
mmx 1250 mm or 1150 mmx1300 mm. Also, the present 
invention provides a vapor deposition System that makes a 
whole Surface of a large area Substrate uniform with even 
thickness. 

0013 In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the 
present invention to provide a vapor deposition System 
wherein a Substrate and an evaporation Source are moved 
relatively. In particular, it is an object of the present inven 
tion to provide a vapor deposition System wherein an 
evaporation Source holder in which a container (crucible) 
that is filled with an evaporation material in a Sealed manner 
is Set moves at a certain pitch with respect to the Substrate 
in a film formation chamber. In this specification, a fabri 
cation System that includes a vapor deposition System hav 
ing a moving evaporation Source holder is referred to as a 
moving cell cluster method. 
0014. In the present invention, the top face form of one 
evaporation Source holder is rectangular and four or more 
crucibles, preferably, six or eight crucibles are installed side 
by Side in the longitudinal direction of the evaporation 
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Source holder. It is noted that the term “rectangular includes 
more elongated rectangular, elongated ellipse or linear form. 
The length of the longitudinal direction of the evaporation 
Source holder is set as necessary within 300 mm to 1300 mm 
depending on a Substrate to be used and crucibles are 
installed at even intervals. In addition, when the length of the 
longitudinal direction of the evaporation Source holder is 
Shorter than one side of the Substrate to be used, Scanning is 
performed several times to form a film on the substrate. 
Further, the evaporation Source holder can be moved repeat 
edly in the one path to laminate one type of thin film Several 
times. 

0.015 Four or more crucibles of which evaporation cen 
ters are each crossed are installed and heated Simultaneously, 
and thus evaporation materials are collide to each other for 
fine grains. At the time, the point at which the evaporation 
centers are crossed exists in the interSpace between a mask 
(a Substrate) and a container. 
0016 One organic material or one type of organic mate 
rial is not always required to be held in an evaporation 
Source holder, but plural types of an organic compound can 
be held therein. 

0.017. Further, in addition to one type of material pro 
Vided as a light emitting organic compound in an evapora 
tion Source holder, a different organic compound capable of 
Serving as a dopant (dopant material) may also be provided 
together. It is preferable that an organic compound layer be 
formed by vapor deposition of a host material and a light 
emitting material (dopant material) having lower excitation 
energy than that of the host material. It is also preferable that 
the excitation energy of the dopant be lower than those of a 
hole transporting region and an electron transporting layer. 
The dopant can thus be made to effectively emit light while 
diffusion of the molecular excitons of the dopant is pre 
vented. Further, the carrier recombination efficiency can also 
be increased, provided that the dopant is a carrier trapping 
material. Furthermore, a case in which a material is added 
into a mixed region as a dopant which is capable of 
converting triplet excitation energy into luminescence also 
falls under the Scope of the present invention. 
0.018 Further, a region where evaporation materials are 
mixed (mixed region) on an interface between each film of 
an EL layer having a laminated Structure can be formed by 
filling different materials in plural crucibles and depositing 
them Simultaneously. A concentration gradient may also be 
provided in the mixed region. 
0019. In addition, in case a plurality of organic compound 
materials are provided in one evaporation Source holder, it is 
preferable that evaporation directions of the organic com 
pound materials be tilted So that the organic compound 
materials can be crossed at the position of Substrate and be 
mixed. Evaporation directions may be set by tilting a con 
tainer (crucible) using a tilt regulating Screw. 
0020. In an evaporation source holder, there is provided 
a mechanism (typically two-axis stage) in which the evapo 
ration Source holder can move in an X-direction or a 
Y-direction with keeping a horizontal position in a film 
formation chamber. Here, an evaporation Source holder is 
moved on a two-dimensional Surface in the X-direction and 
the Y-direction. A moving pitch of an evaporation Source 
holder may be appropriately adjusted to the Size of an 
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opening portion of a mask. A film thickneSS monitor is 
moved together with the evaporation source holder. The film 
thickness is uniformed by regulating a movement speed of 
the evaporation Source holder according to the value mea 
sured by the film thickness monitor. The angle between the 
longitudinal direction and the movement direction of the 
evaporation Source holder is 90 degrees. 

0021. In the vapor deposition system according to the 
present invention, an interval distance d between the Sub 
Strate and the evaporation Source holder during vapor depo 
Sition is typically narrowed to equal to or less than 30 cm, 
preferably equal to or less than 20 cm, more preferably from 
5 cm to 15 cm. The utilization efficiency of evaporation 
materials as well as throughput is thus markedly improved. 

0022. A deposition mask is likely to be heated since the 
interval distance d between the Substrate and the evaporation 
Source holder is narrowed typically to not more than 30 cm. 
Therefore, it is preferable that the deposition mask is made 
from a metal material having low coefficient of thermal 
expansion, for example, high-melting point metals. Such as 
tungsten, tantalum, chrome, nickel, molybdenum, or an 
alloy containing these elements Such as Stainless, Inconel, or 
Hastelloy. For example, a low thermal expansion alloy 
containing nickel 42% and iron 58% can also be used. For 
cooling the heated deposition mask, a mechanism for cir 
culating a cooling medium, for example, cooling water, 
cooling gas, or the like, can be provided for the deposition 
mask. According to the present invention, Since a deposition 
mask is moved, it is possible that inferior deposition caused 
by deformation of masks due to heat can be minimized if the 
movement Speed of the deposition mask is high. 

0023 There is provided a substrate holding means 
(frame) for Supporting a Substrate So that, when multiface 
cutting (forming a plurality of panels from one sheet of 
Substrate) by using a large area Substrate, portions for 
constituting Scribe lines later are brought into contact there 
with. That is, the Substrate and a mask are set on the 
Substrate holding means and vapor deposition is carried out 
to regions which is not brought into contact with the 
Substrate holding means and which is not covered with the 
mask by Sublimating evaporation material from the evapo 
ration Source holder provided on a lower Side of the Substrate 
holding means. Thereby, bending of the large area Substrate 
and the mask because of their own weights can be restrained 
to be equal to or less than 1 mm. When the mask or a inner 
wall of a chamber is cleaned, the Substrate holding means is 
made from conductive materials and a plasma is generated 
by a high frequency power Source connected with the 
Substrate holding means to remove evaporation materials 
which are adhered to the mask or the inner wall of the 
chamber. 

0024. It is preferable that deposits attached to a mask be 
vaporized to be exhausted to outside of a film formation 
chamber for cleaning the deposits attached to the mask by 
generating plasma in the film formation chamber by a 
plasma generating means as shown in FIG. 4A. Therefore a 
film formation chamber has a gas introducing means for 
introducing one or plural types of gas Selected from the 
group consisting of Ar, H, F, NF, or O, and an exhausting 
means for exhausting vaporized deposits. In addition, elec 
trodes are provided for a mask Separately, and a high 
frequency power Source is connected to either thereof. 
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Accordingly, the mask is preferable to be made from a 
conductive material. A film formation chamber can be 
cleaned without exposing the film formation chamber to air 
when maintenance is conducted by adopting above 
described structure. It is preferable that both a plasma 
cleaning means for cleaning only a mask Simply and a 
plasma cleaning means for cleaning Strongly whole chamber 
are equipped with the film formation chamber. 
0.025 In the above-described described vapor deposition 
System, an evaporation Source holders comprises a container 
801 (typically a crucible), a heater that is set outside of the 
container via a Soaking member, a heat insulating layer that 
is set outside of the heater, an Outer casing that is storing 
these (exterior frame 802), a cooling pipe that is rounded 
around the outside or inside of the outer casing (pipe for 
cooling water 810), an evaporation shutter that opens and 
closes an opening portion of the outer casing including an 
opening portion of a crucible, and a film thickneSS Sensor, as 
shown in FIG. 9 as an example. Silicone resin 803 may be 
filled in a space between the container 801 and the exterior 
frame 802 in order to prevent the space. Further, there is 
provided a filter 801, because a certain quantity of evapo 
ration material cannot pass through meshes of the filter 
provided in the container due to the size thereof. By pro 
viding the filter inside the container 801, such evaporation 
material can be made to come back inside the container, and 
be Sublimed again therein. Therefore, this makes it possible 
to control film formation speed, to obtain uniform film 
thickness, and to vapor deposit uniformly without Surface 
irregularity because the size of the evaporation material that 
is vapor deposited is the same. Of course, when it is possible 
to vapor deposit uniformly without the filter, the filter is not 
required. The Structure of the container is not limited to the 
structure shown in FIG. 9. In addition, the container is 
formed of a material Such as heat-resisting metal (Tl), 
sintered boron nitride (BN), a sintered compound of boron 
nitride (BN) and aluminum nitride (AIN), quartz, or graphite 
So as to be capable of withstanding high temperature, high 
preSSure, and low pressure. 
0.026 Further, a plurality of evaporation source holders 
may be provided in one film formation chamber. A fabrica 
tion System according to the present invention comprising a 
load chamber, a transport chamber connected with the load 
chamber, plural film formation chambers connected with the 
transport chamber, and an installation chamber connected 
with the film formation chambers; 

0027 in which each of the plural film formation 
chambers is connected with a vacuum exhaust treat 
ment chamber for allowing an inside of each of the 
film formation chambers to be in a vacuum State, 
comprise an alignment means(a CCD camera and a 
Stopper) for allowing positions of a mask and a 
Substrate to be in registry with each other, a Substrate 
holding means, a plurality of rectangular evaporation 
Source holders and a means for moving the evapo 
ration Source holders, 

0028 in which the evaporation source holders have 
containers, being arranged in a longitudinal direc 
tion, in each of which an evaporation material is 
Sealed, a means for heating the containers, and 

0029 in which the installation chamber, being con 
nected with a vacuum exhaust treatment chamber for 
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allowing an inside of the installation chamber to be 
in a vacuum State, and comprises a means for heating 
the containers, and a means for transporting the 
container into the evaporation Source holders in the 
film formation chamber. 

0030. In the above-described structure, the substrate 
holding means is overlapped with a region which becomes 
a terminal portion, a cutting region, or an end portion of the 
Substrate with a mask being Sandwiched therebetween. 

0031. In the above-described structure, the substrate 
holding means and the mask are bonded or welded with each 
other 

0032. In the above-described structure, means for moving 
the evaporation Source holderS has a mechanism which 
moves the evaporation Source holders in an X-direction at a 
given pitch and, further, a Y-direction at another given pitch. 

0033. In the above-described structure, a plurality of 
containers are disposed at equal intervals in the rectangular 
evaporation Source holders. 

0034. The container itself may be elongated depending 
on the form of the rectangular evaporation Source holder 
instead of arranging the plural containers. 

0035) Multiple crucibles can be arranged in two lines 
whereas crucibles are arranged in one line (1x7) as shown in 
FIG. 1. The timing for stating to move the plural evapora 
tion Source holders may be either the time after Stopping the 
previous evaporation Source holder or the time before Stop 
ping the previous evaporation Source holder. For example, 
different types of materials can be continuously deposited on 
a Substrate to improve productivity in one chamber accord 
ing to the following procedure; in case of using four evapo 
ration Source holders, crucibles filled with a hole transport 
ing organic material are Set in a first evaporation Source 
holder, crucibles filled with a light emitting organic material 
are Set in a Second evaporation Source holder, crucibles filled 
with an electron transporting organic material are Set in a 
third evaporation source holder, and crucibles filled with an 
cathode buffer material are Set in a fourth evaporation Source 
holder. In the case of Starting the next evaporation Source 
holder movement before the Solidification of a deposited 
film, a region where evaporation materials are mixed (a 
mixed region) can be formed on an interface between each 
film of an EL layer having a laminated Structure. 

0036) A substrate and an evaporation source holder are 
caused relative movement to each other, and thus it is not 
necessary to increase the distance between the Substrate and 
the evaporation Source holder, and miniaturization of the 
System can thus be achieved. Further, the vapor deposition 
System is miniaturized, therefore the adhesion of Sublimated 
evaporation materials on interior walls in the film formation 
chambers or on adherence preventive Shields can be 
reduced. The evaporation materials can thus be utilized 
without waste. In addition, it is not necessary to rotate a 
Substrate by the vapor deposition method according to the 
present invention, therefore a vapor deposition System 
capable of handling large area Substrates can be provided. 
Further, it is also possible to form vapor deposited films 
uniformly, Since the evaporation Source holders are moved 
in an X-direction and in a Y-direction with respect to the 
Substrate. Since a deposition mask is moved according to the 
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present invention, it is possible that inferior deposition 
caused by deformation of masks due to heat can be mini 
mized. 

0037. As shown in FIGS. 5A and 5B, the longitudinal 
direction of an evaporation Source holder is set obliquely to 
a side of a Substrate (an X-direction or a Y-direction) and 
then the evaporation Source holder is moved in the-X- 
direction or the Y-direction. A fabrication System according 
to the present invention comprising a load chamber, a 
transport chamber connected with the load chamber, a 
plurality of film formation chambers connected with the 
transport chamber, and an installation chamber connected 
with the film formation chamber; 

0038 in which each of the plurality of film forma 
tion chambers, being connected with a vacuum 
exhaust treatment chamber for allowing an inside of 
each of the film formation chambers to be in a 
Vacuum State, comprises an alignment means for 
Setting positions of a mask and a Substrate, a rect 
angular evaporation Source holder, and a means for 
moving the evaporation Source holder; 

0039 in which the evaporation source holder has 
containers, being disposed in a longitudinal direc 
tion, in each of which an evaporation material is 
Sealed, and means for heating the containers, and 

0040 in which the means for moving the evapora 
tion Source holder moves the rectangular evaporation 
Source holder with a longitudinal direction thereof 
being Set obliquely to a Side of the Substrate in an 
X-direction or a Y-direction of the Substrate. 

0041. In the above-described structure, the angle between 
the longitudinal direction and the movement direction of the 
evaporation source holder is a certain angle Z (O-Z-90). 
0.042 Further, the substrate is set obliquely to the longi 
tudinal direction of the rectangular evaporation Source 
holder and the rectangular evaporation Source holder is 
moved in the X-direction or the Y-direction. A fabrication 
System according the present invention comprising a load 
chamber, a transport chamber connected with the load 
chamber, a plurality of film formation chambers connected 
with the transport chamber, and an installation chamber 
connected with the film formation chambers; 

0043 in which each of the plurality of film forma 
tion chambers, being connected with a vacuum 
exhaust treatment chamber for allowing an inside of 
each of the film formation chambers to be in a 
Vacuum State, comprises an alignment means for 
allowing positions of a mask and a Substrate to be in 
registry with each other, a rectangular evaporation 
Source holder, and a means for moving the evapo 
ration Source holder; 

0044) in which the evaporation source holder has 
containers, being arranged in a longitudinal direc 
tion, in each of which an evaporation material is 
Sealed, and a means for heating the containers, and 

0045 in which a side of the substrate is set obliquely 
to a direction in which the rectangular evaporation 
Source holder is moved. 

0046. In the above-described structure, the mask and the 
evaporation Source holder are set obliquely to the longitu 
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dinal direction of the evaporation Source holder as well as 
the Substrate. In addition, the angle between the longitudinal 
direction and the movement direction of the evaporation 
Source holder is 90 degrees. 
0047. In the step of manufacturing an active matrix type 
light emitting apparatus, it is preferable that Scanning direc 
tion of a laser beam used in fabricating TFT is different from 
movement direction of the evaporation Source holder. A 
Structure of the present invention with respect to manufac 
turing method of a light emitting apparatus is as follows: A 
manufacturing method for a light emitting apparatus in 
which a material containing an organic compound is vapor 
ized from an evaporation Source arranged facing a Substrate 
provided with a TFT thereon, a film containing the organic 
compound is formed on a first electrode provided on the 
Substrate and, then, a Second electrode is formed on the film 
containing the organic compound, comprising the Steps of: 

0048 forming a semiconductor film on a substrate 
having an insulating Surface; 

0049) irradiating a laser beam on the semiconductor 
film in a Scanning manner; 

0050 forming a TFT in which the semiconductor 
film is allowed to be an active layer; 

0051 forming a first electrode connected with the 
TFT, 

0.052 forming a film containing an organic com 
pound on the first electrode while a rectangular 
evaporation Source holder is moved in a direction 
different from a Scanning direction of the laser beam; 
and 

0053 forming a second electrode on the film con 
taining the organic compound. 

0054 Further, it is preferable that the direction perpen 
dicular to Scanning direction of the laser beam be different 
from movement direction of the evaporation Source holder. 
A structure of the present invention is as follows, a manu 
facturing method for a light emitting apparatus in which a 
material containing an organic compound is vapor deposited 
from an evaporation Source arranged facing a Substrate 
provided with a TFT and a first electrode thereon, a film 
containing the organic compound is formed on the first 
electrode and, then, a Second electrode is formed on the film 
containing the organic compound, comprising the Steps of: 

0055 forming a semiconductor film on a substrate 
having an insulating Surface; 

0056 irradiating a laser beam on the semiconductor 
film in a Scanning manner; 

0057 forming a TFT in which the semiconductor 
film is allowed to be an active layer; 

0058 forming a first electrode connected with the 
TFT, 

0059 forming a film containing an organic com 
pound on the first electrode while a rectangular 
evaporation Source holder is moved in a direction 
different from a direction perpendicular to a Scanning 
direction of the laser beam; and 
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0060 forming a second electrode on a film contain 
ing the organic compound. 

0061. In the above-described structure, the laser beam is 
a laser beam emitted from one type of laser or a plurality of 
types of laserS Selected from among; 

0062) a continuously oscillating laser or a pulse 
oscillating laser, Said continuously oscillating laser 
or Said pulse oscillating laser being a YAG laser, a 
YVO, laser, a YLF laser, a YAlO laser, a glass laser, 
a ruby laser, an alexandrite laser, or a Ti: Sapphire 
laser, or the laser beam is a laser beam emitted from 
one type of laser or a plurality of types Selected from 
among, 

0063 a continuously oscillating or a pulse oscillat 
ing, Said continuously oscillating or Said pulse oscil 
lating being an excimer laser, an Ar laser, or a Kr 
laser. 

0064. The process of setting an EL material in a film 
formation chamber before carrying out vapor deposition or 
the process of vapor deposition may be considered as the 
process that allows potentially impurities Such as oxygen 
and moisture to penetrate into the EL material or a metal 
material that will be vapor deposited. 
0065. Also, a container for preserving an EL material is 
generally a brown-capped glass bottle using a plastic cap. It 
can be thought that the bottle is not properly capped. 
0.066 Conventionally, a predetermined quantity of an 
evaporation material is displaced from the container (the 
glass bottle) to another container (typically, a crucible or an 
evaporation boat) set opposed to a Substrate in a vapor 
deposition System when film formation is performed by 
Vapor deposition. There is a risk of impurities being mixed 
into the evaporation materials during the materials are 
displaced to another container. That is, there is a danger that 
oxygen, moisture, or another impurities are mixed into the 
materials, which are a cause of deterioration of an EL device. 
0067. The materials may be, for example, manually trans 
ferred from a glass bottle to a container in a pretreatment 
chamber using gloves, or the like provided in a vapor 
deposition System. However, if gloves are Set in the pre 
treatment chamber, the chamber cannot be vacuumized. 
Owing to this, the materials should be transferred to another 
chamber in an atmospheric pressure. It is difficult to reduce 
moisture or oxygen as much as possible in the pretreatment 
chamber even in a nitride atmosphere. Using a robot can be 
considered, however, it is difficult to manufacture a robot 
that can treat powdery materials. Accordingly, it is difficult 
to make a fabrication System a continuous closed System 
capable of preventing impurities being mixed into EL mate 
rials, in which complete automation is made from the Step of 
forming an EL layer on a lower portion electrode to the Step 
of forming an upper portion electrode. 
0068. In accordance with the foregoing, the present 
invention provides a fabrication System, in which an EL 
material or metal material is directly Stored and hermetically 
Sealed in the container that will Set in a vapor depositing 
System without using the brown bottle glass typically or the 
like that is used conventionally and carries out vapor depo 
Sition after transporting the materials, to prevent impurities 
from being mixed into high purity evaporation materials. 
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For Storing directly EL evaporation materials into a con 
tainer, Sublimation purification of the EL evaporation mate 
rials may be conducted directly into a container (crucible), 
which will be set in a vapor deposition System, without 
distributing obtained EL materials into Separate containers. 
According to the present invention, Superpurification of 
evaporation materials can be possible in the future. In 
addition, a metal material can be Stored directly into a 
container, which will be set in a vapor deposition System, to 
be vapor deposited by resistance heating. 
0069. The form of the container will be described with 
reference to FIG. 8A. A second container has two portions 
of an upper portion (721a) used for transporting and a lower 
portion (721b) and comprises fixing means 706 for fixing a 
first container over top of the second container; a spring 705 
for applying preSSure to the fixing means, a gas introduction 
port 708 at the lower portion of the second container, which 
Serves as a gas pathway for maintaining a reduced preSSure 
in the Second container; an O-ring that fixes the upper 
portion container 721a and the lower portion container 
721b, and a fastener 702. A first container 701, in which a 
purified evaporation material is filled, is Set in the Second 
container. In addition, the Second container is preferable to 
be made of a material containing Stainless, and the first 
container is preferable to be made of a material containing 
titanium. 

0070 A purified material is filled in the first container 
701 at the material manufacturer. The upper second con 
tainer 721a and the lower second container 721b are fitted to 
each other using the O-ring and fixed using the fastener 702. 
And the first container 701 is hermetically sealed in the 
Second container, then, the Second container is reduced 
preSSure and Substituted for nitride atmosphere through the 
gas introduction port 708, and then, the first container 701 is 
fixed by adjusting the spring 705 with the fixing means 706. 
In addition, a desiccant can be put into the Second container. 
Consequently, maintaining a vacuum, low preSSure, or 
nitride atmosphere in the Second container can prevent even 
trace amount of oxygen or moisture from adhering to an 
evaporation material. 
0071. The containers in this state are transferred to the 
light emitting apparatus manufacturer, and the first container 
701 is directly transported into a film formation chamber. 
Thereafter, the evaporation material is sublimated by heat 
treatment and vapor deposited on a Substrate. 
0072. It is preferable that another parts, for example, a 
film-thickness monitor (Such as a crystal oscillator), Shutter, 
or the like be transported without exposing to air into a vapor 
deposition System. 
0073. It is preferable that the light emitting apparatus 
manufacturer ask the material manufacturer that makes or 
Sells evaporation materials to Store an evaporation material 
directly into the container that will be set in the above 
described described vapor deposition System. An attempt of 
trying to decrease the mixed impurities by the light emitting 
apparatus manufacturer in collaboration with the material 
manufacturer can maintain the extremely high purity EL 
materials obtained by the material manufacturer. And, it is 
possible to carry out vapor deposition without degrading the 
purity by the light emitting apparatus manufacturer. 
0074) Even if high purity EL materials are provided by 
the material manufacturer, there is a risk of impurities being 
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mixed if the materials should be displaced to another con 
tainer in a conventional manner by the light emitting appa 
ratus manufacturer. Consequently, the purity of EL materials 
cannot be kept high, and So there is a limitation of the purity 
of EL materials. 

0075. In view of the foregoing, a crucible (in which an 
evaporation material is filled in a sealed manner) that is 
Sealed with vacuum in a container without exposing to air is 
transported from the container into a film formation chamber 
that is connected with an installation chamber to install the 
crucible without exposing to air. Then, the crucible is 
transported from the installation chamber using a transport 
ing robot. It is preferable that a vacuum exhausting means 
and a heater for heating the crucible be equipped with the 
installation chamber. 

0.076 A mechanism of setting a first container 701 that 
has been transported into and vacuum Sealed in the Second 
container 721a and 721b is installed in the film formation 
chamber will be described with reference to FIG. 8A and 
FIG. 8B. 

0077 FIG.8A shows a turntable 713 in which the second 
container 721a and 721b containing the first container is set 
on, a transport mechanism for transporting the first con 
tainer, and a croSS Sectional view of an installation chamber 
having a hauling up mechanism 711. 
0078. It is possible to control the atmosphere of the 
installation chamber that is adjacent to the film formation 
chamber through the gas introduction port by a controlling 
atmosphere means. Note that the transport mechanism 
according to the present invention is not limited to the 
Structure in which the top portion of the first container is 
sandwiched (picked up) as shown in FIG. 8B. The structure 
in which the side portion of the first container is sandwiched 
(picked up) may also be employed. 
007.9 The second container is placed on the turntable 713 
in the installation chamber in a state where the fastener 702 
is released in the installation chamber. Since the inside of the 
installation chamber is under Vacuum, the container is as it 
is when the fastener 702 released. The pressure inside the 
installation chamber is then reduced by the controlling 
atmosphere means. The Second container can be easily 
opened when the preSSure inside the installation chamber 
becomes equal to the pressure inside the Second container. 
The upper portion 721a of the second container is then 
removed by using the hauling up mechanism 711, and the 
lower portion of the Second container and the first container 
701 are moved by rotating the turntable 713 with a rotation 
axis 712. Then, the first container 701 is transported into the 
film formation chamber using the transport mechanism and 
Set in an evaporation Source holder (not shown). 
0080. Thereafter, the evaporation material is sublimated 
by a heater equipped with the evaporation Source holder and 
started to be deposited. When a shutter (not shown) installed 
with the evaporation Source holder is opened, the Sublimated 
evaporation material will Scatter toward the Substrate and 
deposit thereon, thus form a light emitting layer (including 
a hole transporting layer, a hole injection layer, an electron 
transporting layer, and an electron injection layer). 
0081. The first container is removed from the evaporation 
Source holder after the vapor deposition is completed, and 
transported into the installation chamber to be placed on the 
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lower portion of the Second lower container (not shown), 
which is Set on the turntable, and then, hermetically Sealed 
by the upper container 721a. Here, it is preferable that the 
first container, the upper container 721a, and the lower 
container be sealed together in the Second container in this 
transported combination. In this State, inside the installation 
chamber is under the atmospheric preSSure and the Second 
container is transferred from the installation chamber with 
being fixed by the fastener 702 to the material manufacturer. 
0082 Also, a robot is installed in a pretreatment chamber 
(installation chamber) connected with the film formation 
chamber, and an evaporation Source can be moved into the 
pretreatment chamber and evaporation material is Set in the 
evaporation Source. Therefore a fabrication System that has 
a structure in which the evaporation Source moves into the 
pretreatment chamber may be employed. Accordingly, the 
evaporation Source can be set with keeping film formation 
chambers clean. 

0083. Further, the present invention may reduce the pro 
cessing time per Single Substrate. AS Shown in FIG. 10, a 
multi-chamber fabrication system has a plurality of film 
formation chambers comprising a first film formation cham 
ber for depositing onto a first Substrate, and a Second film 
formation chamber for depositing onto a Second Substrate. A 
plurality of organic compound layers are laminated in par 
allel in each film formation chamber, thus the processing 
time per Single Substrate is reduced. That is, the first Sub 
Strate is taken out from a transport chamber and placed in the 
first film formation chamber, and vapor deposition on the 
first Substrate is carried out. During this time, the Second 
Substrate is taken out from the transport chamber and placed 
in the Second film formation chamber, and vapor deposition 
is also carried out on the Second Substrate. 

0084. Six film formation chambers are provided with a 
transport chamber 1004a as shown in FIG. 10, and it is 
therefore possible to place Six Substrates into the respective 
film formation chambers and carry out vapor deposition in 
order and in parallel. Further, vapor deposition can also be 
carried out during maintenance of one or more film forma 
tion chamber by using the other film formation chambers, 
without temporarily Stopping the production line. 
0085. An example of the procedure of vapor deposition 
for forming a layer containing an organic compound accord 
ing to the present invention is as follows: Firstly, a container 
in which a crucible is Sealed with vacuum is Set and the 
inside of an installation chamber is evacuated, then, the 
crucible is removed from the container. Secondly, although 
the crucible is heated up to temperature T, it is necessary to 
be careful not to Start Vapor deposition in the installation 
chamber by controlling the degree of vacuum in the instal 
lation chamber to be lower than that during a vapor depo 
sition. Thirdly, the heated crucible is transported from the 
installation chamber into the film formation chamber. The 
crucible is Set in an evaporation Source holder that was 
heated in advance in the film formation chamber, and the 
degree of vacuum is increased, then, vapor deposition is 
Started. The evaporation Source holder can be moved in an 
X-direction or a Y-direction, and So the fixed Substrate can 
be deposited uniformly. Heating the crucible in advance can 
reduce the heating time. 
0086. In accordance with the present invention, Substrate 
rotation is not necessary, and therefore a vapor deposition 
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System capable of handling large Surface area Substrates can 
be provided. Further, a vapor deposition System capable of 
obtaining a uniform film in thickness, even if the large 
Surface area Substrate is used, can be provided. 
0.087 Furthermore, the distance between the substrate 
and the evaporation Source holder can be shortened in 
accordance with the present invention, and miniaturization 
of the vapor deposition System can be achieved. The vapor 
deposition System becomes Smaller, and therefore the 
amount of Sublimated evaporation materials that adhere to 
inner walls or adherence preventive shields in film formation 
chambers is reduced, and the evaporation materials can be 
effectively utilized. 
0088. Further, the present invention can provide a fabri 
cation System in which a plurality of film formation cham 
bers for performing vapor deposition proceSS are arranged in 
Succession. Throughput of the light emitting apparatus can 
be enhanced if parallel processing is performed in the 
plurality of film formation chambers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0089) 
0090 FIG. 1 is a top view of a vapor deposition system 
according the present invention (Embodiment Mode 1); 
0091 FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view in which the 
periphery of the substrate is enlarged (Embodiment Mode 
1); 
0092 FIGS. 3A to 3H show a structure of a substrate 
holding means (Embodiment Mode 2); 
0093 FIGS. 4A and 4B are a cross sectional view and a 
top view of a vapor deposition System according to the 
present invention (Embodiment Mode 3); 
0094 FIGS. 5A and 5B show a movement direction of 
an evaporation Source holder, respectively (Embodiment 
Mode 4); 
0.095 FIGS. 6A to 6D show deposition masks (Embodi 
ment Mode 1); 
0096 FIGS. 7A to 7C show deposition masks (Embodi 
ment Mode 1); 
0097 FIGS. 8A and 8B show modes of a container to be 
transported; 

In the accompanying drawings: 

0.098 FIG. 9 shows an evaporation source holder; 
0099 FIG. 10 shows a fabrication system (Embodiment 
1); 
0100 FIGS. 11A to 11D show structures of devices 
(Embodiment 2); 
0101 FIGS. 12A and 12B show a light emitting appa 
ratus (Embodiment 3); 
0102 FIGS. 13A and 13B show a light emitting appa 
ratus (Embodiment 3); 
0103 FIGS. 14A to 14F show a connection between a 
TFT and a first electrode and a shape of a partition wall 
(Embodiment 4); 
0104 FIGS. 15A to 15E show an example of electric 
appliances (Embodiment 5); 
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0105 FIGS. 16A to 16C show an example of electric 
appliances (Embodiment 5); 

0106 FIGS. 17A and 17B show a module (Embodiment 
6); 
0107 FIG. 18 shows a block diagram (Embodiment 6); 
0108 FIGS. 19A and 19B show a movement direction of 
an evaporation Source holder (Embodiment 7); 
0109 FIGS. 20A and 20B show a circuit diagram of a 
pixel and a croSS Sectional view of a light emitting apparatus, 
respectively (Embodiment 8). 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Embodiment Mode 1 

0110 FIG. 1 is a top view showing a vapor deposition 
system according to the present invention. FIG. 1 shows the 
Vapor deposition System in the midst of vapor deposition. 

0111. In FIG. 1, a film formation chamber 11 includes a 
Substrate holding means 12, an evaporation Source holder 17 
installed with an evaporation Shutter, a mechanism for 
moving the evaporation Source holder (not shown), and 
means for producing a low pressure atmosphere (vacuum 
exhausting means). Further, a large-size Substrate 13 and a 
deposition mask 14(not shown) are installed in the film 
formation chamber 11. 

0112 Further, the substrate holding means 12 fixes by 
gravitation the deposition mask 14 made of a metal and 
therefore fixes the substrate 13 which is arranged over the 
deposition mask. Note that the Substrate holding means 12 
may be installed for a vacuum Suction mechanism to fix the 
mask. An example of adhesion or welding of the deposition 
mask to the Substrate holding means 12 is shown here. 
However, in order to prevent the deposition mask and the 
Substrate holding means from fixing each other, an insulat 
ing Substance may be provided in the interSection portion of 
the deposition mask and the Substrate holding means each 
other, or a shape of the Substrate holding means may be 
arbitrarily changed in order to be in point contact with the 
deposition mask. Further, although an example of installing 
both the Substrate and the deposition mask by the substrate 
holding means 12 is shown here, the Substrate holding 
means and a deposition mask holding means may be indi 
vidually provided. In addition, the Substrate holding means 
is fixed in the film formation chamber. 

0113 Further, it is preferable that the substrate holding 
means 12 be formed in a cutting region (a region to be Scribe 
line) when multiface cutting is executed because deposition 
cannot be carried out in a region that is overlapping with the 
Substrate holding means 12. Alternatively, the Substrate 
holding means 12 may be formed in a manner of overlapping 
with a region to be a panel terminal portion. AS shown in 
FIG. 1, the Substrate holding means 12 is formed in the 
shape of a croSS as Seen from the upper Surface, Since FIG. 
1 shows an example of forming four panels that are drawn 
in a dotted line within one substrate 13. However, the shape 
of the Substrate holding means 12 is not limited to this 
Structure, an asymmetric shape may be acceptable. Inciden 
tally, although not is shown clearly in the figure, the Sub 
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strate holding means 12 is fixed in the film formation 
chamber. Note that masks are not shown in FIG. 1 for 
Simplification. 
0114. Further, alignments of the deposition mask and the 
Substrate may be confirmed by using a CCD camera (not 
shown). The alignment control may be carried out by 
installing alignment markers to the Substrate and the depo 
Sition mask respectively. A container filled with an evapo 
ration material 18 is installed in the evaporation Source 
holder 17. The film formation chamber 11 is vacuumed to 
degree of vacuum of 5x10, Torr (0.665 Pa) or lower, 
preferably, 10" through 10 Pa by the means for producing 
the low pressure atmosphere. 
0115 Further, the evaporation material is previously sub 
limated (vaporized) by resistance heating in an installation 
chamber 33b and when the evaporation speed is stable, the 
Shutter 30 is opened to transport the evaporation Source 
holder 17 to the inside of a film formation chamber 11. The 
evaporation source holder 17 passes under the Substrate 13. 
An evaporated evaporation material is Scattered in an 
upward direction and is Selectively deposited on the Sub 
Strate 13 by passing an opening portion provided at the 
deposition mask. Further, preferably, the film formation 
Speed, a movement Speed of the evaporation Source holder 
and opening and closing of the Shutter are controlled by a 
microcomputer. The deposition rate of the evaporation 
Source holder can be controlled by the movement speed of 
the evaporation Source holder. In addition, a shutter may be 
provided in the evaporation Source holder in order to control 
the deposition. 
0116. In FIG. 1, multiple evaporation source holders 17 
can stand by in the installation chambers 33b and 33c and 
the evaporation Source holder 17 can be moved Sequentially 
to laminate multiple kinds of films. 
0.117) Further, although not illustrated, deposition can be 
carried out while measuring film thickness of a vapor 
deposited film by a film thickness monitor provided in the 
evaporation Source holder, e.g. a quartz oscillator. When the 
film thickness of the vapor deposited film is measured by 
using the quartz oscillator, a change in mass of a film 
deposited to the quartz oscillator can be measured as a 
change in the resonance frequency. 
0118. In the vapor deposition system shown in FIG. 1, 
during the vapor deposition, a distance d of an interval 
between the substrate 13 and the evaporation source holder 
17 can be reduced to, typically, 30 cm or less, preferably, 20 
cm or less, more preferably, from 5 cm to 15 cm to thereby 
Significantly enhance throughput and an efficiency of the 
evaporation material. 
0119 FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view showing a pattern 
diagram in which the periphery of the Substrate is enlarged. 
In FIG. 2, a rectangular shape of an evaporation Source 
holder 204 having six containers (crucibles) 202 is shown. 
Film thickness monitors 201 are provided as necessary for 
the six crucibles 202. Tilt regulating screws 205 are provided 
as necessary in the same way as the film thickness monitors. 
The tilt regulating screw can tilt a heater 203 to the substrate 
200. The heater 203 is used as a heating means to carry out 
Vapor deposition by resistance heating. 
0120 In the case of obtaining a full-color light emitting 
device in which layers containing an organic compound for 
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emitting red (R), green (G) and blue (B) light are selectively 
laminated, three deposition masks are used to Selectively 
deposit. FIGS. 6A to 6D show examples of various light 
emitting areas of a red light emitting device, a green light 
emitting device and a blue light emitting device having 
different luminous efficiency. Film thickness of a hole trans 
porting or hole injection layer, an electron transporting layer 
or electron injection layer are each changed and adjusted as 
necessary. Here is shown an example: red light emitting 
area>blue light emitting area>green light emitting area. 
However, the present invention is not limited thereto. 
0121 FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C show a deposition mask for 
R, a deposition mask for B and a deposition mask for G, 
respectively. 

0122) In a first film formation chamber, a hole transport 
ing or hole injection layer, a light emitting layer (R), an 
electron transporting layer or electron injection layer are 
Sequentially laminated by using the deposition mask for R 
(FIG. 6A). In a second film formation chamber, a hole 
transporting or hole injection layer, a light emitting layer 
(G), an electron transporting layer or electron injection layer 
are Sequentially laminated by using the deposition mask for 
G (FIG. 6C). In a third film formation chamber, a hole 
transporting or hole injection layer, a light emitting layer 
(B), an electron transporting layer or electron injection layer 
are Sequentially laminated by using the deposition mask for 
B (FIG. 6B). After that, a cathode is formed to obtain a 
full-color light emitting device. A part of the thus obtained 
light emitting area, that is, the light emitting area for eight 
pixels, is shown in FIG. 6D. 
0123 FIGS. 7A to 7C show an example in which light 
emitting areas of a red light emitting area, green light 
emitting area and blue light emitting area are made equal to 
one another. When the light emitting areas are the Same, 
each of the shapes of the opening portions in the respective 
masks is the same but only alignment is different. Accord 
ingly, it is possible to form a deposition mask for R, a 
deposition mask for G and a deposition mask for B from one 
glass mask, and thus cost reduction can be achieved. In 
particular, cost reduction for designing a deposition mask for 
a large-sized Substrate is achieved. Further, as shown in 
FIG. 7C, one mask is made by arranging four masks with 
alignment accuracy to reduce the cost considerably. 

0.124. Three deposition masks for R, G and B shown in 
FIG. 7A are prepared. Only positions of the opening por 
tions of the deposition masks are different from each other. 
A part of the light emitting area that is Sequentially lami 
nated by using the masks, in other words, the light emitting 
area for eight pixels is shown in FIG. 7B. 
0125) The substrate 200 is aligned with masks 207a and 
207b and a substrate holding means by CCD or the like. 
Here is shown an example of multiface cutting and the mask 
to be used in the present invention is a mask into which 
multiple Small masks are unified into one mask with accu 
racy because a large-sized mask for a large-sized Substrate is 
very expensive. For example, in the case of forming four 
masks in a large-sized Substrate (600 cmx720 cm), the mask 
into which four masks (300 cmx360 cm per a mask) are 
unified as shown in FIG. 7C can be used. Cost reduction for 
designing a mask is achieved by aligning the four masks and 
adhering the four masks to each other. In order to unify 
plural masks into one mask, multiple masks are welded or 
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adhered to a Substrate holding means and then fixed. Further, 
a slide shutter (not shown) may be provided to control vapor 
deposition. For example, when an evaporation Source holder 
is not under a substrate 200 since the evaporation source 
holder was moved, the shutter is closed to Stop vapor 
deposition. The evaporation source holder 204 is moved 
with a moving mechanism 206 (typically, two-axis stage) in 
an X-direction or a Y-direction on a two-dimensional Surface 
in a film formation chamber. In addition, an example of an 
evaporation Source holder having six containers is shown in 
FIG. 2. However, the present invention is not limited thereto 
and an evaporation Source holder having 6 or more contain 
erS may be applicable. 
0.126 AS described above, by using the film formation 
chamber that has a mechanism for transporting an evapora 
tion Source holder, it is not required to increase the distance 
between a Substrate and the evaporation Source holder, and 
So a vapor deposited film can be uniformly formed. 
0127. According to the present invention, the distance 
between a Substrate and an evaporation Source holder can be 
reduced, and miniaturization of a vapor deposition System 
can be achieved. Further, the vapor deposition System 
becomes Small, and therefore the adhesion of Sublimated 
evaporation materials on interior walls within the film 
formation chambers, or on adherence preventive shields can 
be reduced. The evaporation materials can thus be utilized 
without waste. In addition, it is not necessary to rotate the 
Substrates in the vapor deposition method of the present 
invention, and therefore a vapor deposition System capable 
of handling large Surface area Substrates can be provided. 
0128 By reducing the distance between a substrate and 
an evaporation Source holder, a vapor deposited film can be 
formed to be a thin film under well-controlled. 

0129. A crucible installed on a turntable 35 provided in 
the installation chamber 33a is transported into the instal 
lation chamber 33b by transport mechanism 31 in order to 
install the crucible in an evaporation Source holder. Accord 
ing to the present invention, a crucible (a crucible filled with 
evaporation material in a sealed manner) Sealed with 
Vacuum in an container without being eXposed to air is taken 
out of the container and can be transported from the instal 
lation chamber by a transporting robot without being 
exposed to air, Since the installation chamber for installing 
a crucible to an evaporation Source holder is connected with 
a film formation chamber. There is provided a vacuum 
exhausting means for each of installation chambers. Prefer 
ably, a heating means for heating a crucible is also provided 
for each of the installation chambers. 

0130. A mechanism for installing a first container 701 
which is hermetically Sealed in Second containers 721a and 
721b to be transformed into a film formation chamber is 
described with reference to FIGS. 8A and 8B. 

0131 FIG.8A shows a turntable 713 in which the second 
container 721a and 721b containing the first container is set 
on, a transport mechanism for transporting the first con 
tainer, and a croSS Sectional view of an installation chamber 
having a hauling up mechanism 711. 
0.132. It is possible to control the atmosphere of the 
installation chamber that is adjacent to the film formation 
chamber through the gas introduction port by a controlling 
atmosphere means. Note that the transport mechanism 
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according to the present invention is not limited to the 
Structure in which the top portion of the first container is 
sandwiched (picked up) as shown in FIG. 8B. The structure 
in which the side portion of the first container is sandwiched 
(picked up) may also be employed. 
0133. The second container is placed on the turntable 713 
in the installation chamber in a state where the fastener 702 
is released in the installation chamber. Since the inside of the 
installation chamber is under Vacuum, the container is as it 
is when the fastener 702 released. The pressure inside the 
installation chamber is then reduced by the controlling 
atmosphere means. The Second container can be easily 
opened when the pressure inside the installation chamber 
becomes equal to the pressure inside the Second container. 
The upper portion 721a of the second container is then 
removed by using the hauling up mechanism 711, and the 
lower portion of the Second container and the first container 
701 are moved by rotating the turntable 713 with a rotation 
axis 712. Then, the first container 701 is transported into the 
film formation chamber using the transport mechanism and 
Set in an evaporation Source holder (not shown). 
0134) Thereafter, the evaporation material is sublimated 
by a heater equipped with the evaporation Source holder and 
Started to be deposited. 
0.135 The first container is removed from the evaporation 
Source holder after the vapor deposition is completed, and 
transported into the installation chamber to be placed on the 
lower portion of the second container (not shown), which is 
Set on the turntable, and then, hermetically Sealed by the 
upper container 721a. Here, it is preferable that the first 
container, the upper container 721a, and the lower container 
be sealed together in the Second container in this transported 
combination. In this State, inside the installation chamber is 
under the atmospheric pressure and the Second container is 
transferred from the installation chamber with being fixed by 
the fastener 702 to the material manufacturer. 

Embodiment Mode 2 

0.136) Next, a detailed description will be given of a 
Structure of a Substrate holding means according to the 
invention in reference to FIGS. 3A to 3H. 

0.137 FIG. 3A shows a perspective view of a substrate 
holding means 301 mounted with a substrate 303 and a mask 
302 and FIG. 3B shows only the Substrate holding means 
301. 

0138 Further, FIG. 3C shows a cross sectional view of 
the substrate holding means mounted with the substrate 303 
and the mask 302 which is constituted by a metal plate 
(representatively, Ti) having a heighth of 10 mm through 50 
mm and a width w of 1 mm through 5 mm. 
0.139. By the Substrate holding means 301, bending of the 
Substrate or bending of the mask can be restrained. 
0140) Further, the shape of the substrate holding means 
301 is not limited to that shown by FIGS. 3A through 3C 
but may be constituted by a shape as shown in, for example, 
3E. 

0141 FIG. 3E shows an example of providing portions 
that Support end portions of the Substrate and by a Substrate 
holding means 305, bending of the substrate 303 or bending 
of the mask 302 is restrained. Further, FIG. 3E shows only 
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the substrate holding means 305. Further, FIG. 3D shows a 
perspective view of the substrate holding means 305 
mounted with the Substrate 303 and the mask 302. 

0142 Further, in place of the shape of the substrate 
holding means, a shape as shown in FIG. 3G may be 
employed. FIG. 3G shows an example of providing a mask 
frame 306 that supports end portions of the substrate and by 
the substrate holding means 307 and the mask frame 306, 
bending of the substrate 303 or bending of the mask 302 is 
restrained. In this case, the substrate holding means 307 and 
the mask frame 306 may be formed by materials different 
from each other. Further, the mask frame 306 is provided 
with a recess for fixing a position of the mask 302 as shown 
in FIG. 3H. The substrate holding means 307 may be 
integrated with the mask frame 306. 
0143 Further, FIG. 3G shows the mask frame 306 and 
the substrate holding means 307. Further, FIG. 3F shows a 
perspective view of the substrate holding means 305 and the 
mask frame 306 mounted with the Substrate 303 and the 
mask 302. 

0144. The present embodiment mode can freely be imple 
mented with Embodiment Mode 1. 

Embodiment Mode 3 

0145 An example of the film formation chamber having 
multiple evaporation Source holderS is given in Embodiment 
Mode 1. In the other hand, in Embodiment Mode 3, an 
example of a film formation chamber having one evapora 
tion Source holder in FIGS. 4A-B. 

0146 FIGS. 4A and 4B show a vapor deposition system 
according to the present invention. FIG. 4A is a croSS 
Sectional view in a Y-direction (taken along a dotted line 
A-A) and FIG. 4B is a top view. FIGS. 4A and 4B show 
the vapor deposition System in the midst of vapor deposition. 

0147 In FIG. 4A, a film formation chamber 411 has a 
Substrate holding means 412, an evaporation Source holder 
417 provided with an evaporation shutter, a moving mecha 
nism 420 for moving the evaporation Source holder, and a 
means for producing the low pressure atomsphere. A large 
sized substrate 413 and a deposition mask 414 are also 
installed in the film formation chamber 411. In addition, the 
deposition mask 414 made of metal is fixed in the substrate 
holding means 412 by gravitation and the Substrate 413 is 
also fixed over the mask 414. Note that a vacuum Suction 
mechanism may be provided for the Substrate holding means 
412 in order to perform vacuum Suction to fix the mask 
0.148. It is preferable that deposits attached to the mask be 
Vaporized to be evacuated to outside of a film formation 
chamber for cleaning the deposits attached to the mask by 
generating plasma in the film formation chamber by a 
plasma generating means. For the purpose, a high frequency 
power Source is connected to the Substrate holding means 
412. Thus, it is preferable that the substrate holding means 
412 be made from a conductive material (such as Ti). In the 
case of generating plasma, it is preferable to Space a metal 
mask from the substrate holding means 412 electrically for 
preventing electric field concentration. 
0149 Further, a moving pitch of the evaporation source 
holder 417 may be appropriately matched to an interval 
between insulating substances 410 (it is also called bank or 
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partition wall). Note that the insulating substance 410 is 
arranged to cover end portions of a first electrode 421. 
0150. An example of procedure for vapor deposition 
using a system shown in FIGS. 4A and 4B will be described 
below. 

0151 Firstly, a substrate transport shutter is opened to 
allow the large-sized substrate 413 to pass the substrate 
transport Shutter and the Substrate is transported in the film 
formation chamber 411. The Substrate is installed over the 
substrate holding means 412 and the deposition mask 414 by 
an alignment means. In the large-sized Substrate, there have 
been provided a TFT, a first electrode 421 or the insulating 
substance 410 in advance. The Substrate 413 is transported 
in by face down method. In addition, it is preferable that the 
film formation chamber be always under reduced pressure, 
e.g. its degree of vacuum is 10 to 10 Pa, preferably. 
0152 Next, a second container 434 inside which a first 
container 436 is Sealed with Vacuum is transported through 
a door of an installation chamber 433 and mounted on a 
turntable 435. 

0153. Thereafter, the pressure inside the installation 
chamber 433 is reduced to equal degree of vacuum or more 
to that inside the Second container 434 by a vacuum exhaust 
ing means. Then, only the Second container 434 is lifted up 
by a hauling up mechanism 432 to expose the first container 
436. The degree of vacuum of the film formation chamber is 
made equal to that of the installation chamber 433. After 
opening a shutter 430, the first container 436 is transported 
by a transport mechanism 431 to be installed in the evapo 
ration source holder 417. Note that the first container may be 
heated in the installation chamber 433 in advance, before the 
first container is transported by the transport mechanism 
431. The required number of the first containers is prepared 
in the evaporation source holder 417 and the shutter 430 is 
closed to Start vapor deposition by resistance heating. 
0154 During the vapor deposition, the evaporation 
Source holder 417 is moved in an X-direction or a Y-direc 
tion by the moving mechanism 420. 
O155 In the case of laminating different materials, the 
first container in which a material is finished being evapo 
rated is transported back to the turntable and then another 
first container in which different material is filled is installed 
in the evaporation Source holder and the container is moved 
in the X-direction or the Y-direction by moving mechanism 
420. 

0156 After the vapor deposition is finished, the substrate 
transport shutter is opened in order that the substrate 413 is 
allowed to pass through the Shutter and is transported out. 
Then, the first container is transported back to the evapora 
tion source holder by the transport mechanism 431. Next, if 
necessary, in order to clean the deposition mask or the 
Substrate holding means, multiple types of gases or one type 
of gas selected from the group consisting of Ar, H, NF, or 
O can be introduced, Voltage is applied to the deposition 
mask with high frequency power Source, and plasma is 
generated. 
O157 The present embodiment mode can freely be com 
bined with Embodiment Mode 1 or Embodiment Mode 2. 

Embodiment mode 4 

0158. In this embodiment mode, an example in which a 
longitudinal direction of an evaporation Source holder is Set 
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obliquely to a side of a Substrate and another example in 
which a direction of a SubStrate is set obliquely to a 
movement direction of an evaporation Source holder are 
described with reference to FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B. 

0159. In a case of the evaporation source holder in which 
a plurality of crucibles are aligned, since a frame (having a 
built-in heater, or a built-in cooling unit) in which a crucible 
is fit and fixed, a Shutter, a film thickness monitor and the 
like are provided in a Space between any two adjacent 
crucibles, there is a limit to narrowneSS of the Space between 
any two adjacent crucibles even when crucibles are disposed 
as closely as possible to one another. Depending on an 
evaporation Speed, a movement Speed of the evaporation 
Source holder, a size of a Space between the evaporation 
Source holder and the Substrate, and the like, when the holder 
is moved perpendicularly to a longitudinal direction of the 
holder, film forming is not Sufficiently performed on a 
portion corresponding to the Space on the Substrate, thereby 
being likely to generate an uneven film thickness. Particu 
larly when the movement speed of the evaporation Source 
holder is fast and the Space between the Substrate and the 
evaporation Source is narrow, the uneven film thickneSS 
tends to be conspicuously generated. Further, a light-emis 
Sion region becomes uneven due to the uneven film thick 
neSS, thereby being likely to generate a vertical or transver 
Sal Streak. 

0160 Under these circumstances, according to the 
present invention, as shown in FIG. 5A as an example, 
Vapor deposition is performed while the evaporation Source 
holder is moved in a Y direction by keeping a State in which 
a longitudinal direction of the evaporation source holder 517 
is set to a direction at a given angle Z (00'<Z<90) with an 
X direction (or Y direction) of the substrate 513. For 
example, in a case in which the longitudinal direction of the 
evaporation source holder is set at Z=45 with the X 
direction of the Substrate and, then, the vapor deposition is 
performed while the evaporation Source holder is moved in 
the Y direction, assuming that the Space between any two 
adjacent crucibles is 1, the vapor-deposition is performed 
with the space of 1/V2 to the X direction of the substrate. 
Therefore, the space (that in the X direction) between 
portions to be vapor-deposited becomes narrow whereupon 
film thickness in a pixel region is allowed to be uniform. 
However, in this case, Since width of the region to be vapor 
deposited becomes narrow, the length of the evaporation 
Source holder in a longitudinal direction and a number of 
crucibles may appropriately be determined Such that a size 
of the evaporation Source holder in the longitudinal direction 
is allowed to be longer in correspondence to that of the 
region to be vapor deposited. 

0.161. On the other hand, an evaporation source holder 
527 may be moved along a path 522 while, as shown in FIG. 
5B as an example, a substrate 523 itself is obliquely set, 
instead of Setting the longitudinal direction of the evapora 
tion source holder to be oblique to the X direction (or Y 
direction) of the Substrate. In this case, film forming can be 
performed on an entire Surface of the Substrate as a whole by 
allowing the length in the longitudinal direction of the 
evaporation Source holder to be longer than the length of a 
diagonal line of the Substrate. When the length in the 
longitudinal direction of the evaporation Source holder is 
Shorter than that of a Side of the Substrate, film forming may 
be performed by repeating Scanning Several times. Further, 
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a plurality of Same thin films may be laminated by repeat 
edly moving the evaporation Source holder along a same 
path. 
0162 Furthermore, at the time of forming a TFT, in a 
case in which a linear laser beam (pulse oscillation type) is 
used, Scanning is performed with the laser beam in parallel 
with the X direction or the Y direction whereupon, when an 
energy of the laser beam is fluctuated, a State of crystalli 
Zation differs from one irradiation region to another and, as 
a result, there is a risk of generating a streaked pattern 
(streaked pattern to be formed along a direction perpendicu 
lar to a Scanning direction 524 of the laser beam) in a 
light-emission region. 
0163 For example, a laser beam (XeCl: wavelength is 
308 nm) is irradiated on a Silicon film having an amorphous 
constitution or a Silicon film having a crystalline constitution 
in air or in an oxygen atmosphere and, then, the Semicon 
ductor film having a crystalline Structure obtained is allowed 
to be an active layer of a TFT. In this case, a pulse laser beam 
having a repetition frequency of approximately from 10 HZ 
to 1000 Hz may be used such that it is first condensed to 
from 100 m.J/cm to 500 m.J/cm by an optical system and, 
then, irradiated with an overlap ratio of from 90% to 95% to 
Scan a Surface of the Silicon film. 

0164. In order to obtain a crystal having a large grain 
diameter at the time when an amorphous Semiconductor film 
is crystallized, it is preferable to apply any one of from a 
Second harmonic to a fourth harmonic of a fundamental 
wave by using a Solid laser capable of continuously oscil 
lating. As a representative example, a second harmonic (532 
nm) or a third harmonic (355 nm) of Nd:YVO laser 
(fundamental wave being 1064 nm) may be applied. When 
a continuously oscillating laser is used, a laser beam emitted 
from the continuously oscillating YVO laser having an 
output power of 10 W is converted to a harmonic by a 
nonlinear optical device. There is also a method in which a 
YVO crystal and the nonlinear optical device are contained 
in a resonator to emit a harmonic. Preferably, the laser beam 
is formed by using an optical System Such that it becomes in 
a rectangular shape or an elliptical shape when irradiated on 
an irradiating face and, then, irradiated on a processing 
object. On this occasion, an energy density of approximately 
from 0.01 MW/cm to 100 MW/cm (preferably from 0.1 
MW/cm to 10 MW/cm ) is necessary and a semiconductor 
film may be irradiated while it is moved relatively to the 
laser beam at a speed of approximately from 10 cm/s to 2000 
cm/s. 

0165 When the laser beam (continuously oscillating 
type) is used at the time of forming a TFT likewise, there is 
a risk of generating a streak (to be formed along a direction 
parallel to a Scanning direction 524 of the laser beam) in the 
light-emission region. Therefore, it is preferable that a 
movement direction of the evaporation Source holder in an 
elongated rectangular shape and a Scanning direction of the 
laser beam are allowed to differ from each other and an angle 
between these directions is set to be in the range of more 
than 0 to less than 90. In this manner, it becomes possible 
that a streaked pattern to be formed by the laser beam is leSS 
conspicuous and, also a streak to be generated by a Space 
between any two adjacent containers provided on the evapo 
ration Source holder or a streak to be generated by a 
difference of the movement Speed of the evaporation Source 
holder is less conspicuous. 
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0166 In this embodiment mode, a case in which the 
evaporation Source holder is moved while the Substrate is 
fixed is illustrated. However, another case in which the 
Substrate is moved while the evaporation Source holder is 
fixed is permissible. 
0167. This embodiment mode can freely be combined 
with any one of Embodiment Modes 1 to 3. 
0168 Further, in the above description, a case in which 
three layers of a hole transporting layer, a light emitting 
layer, and an electron transporting layer are laminated with 
one another that composes a layer containing an organic 
compound to be provided between a cathode and an anode 
has been explained as a representative example; however, 
the layer Structure is not limited to a Specific type and a 
Structure in which a hole injection layer/a hole transporting 
layer/a light emitting layer/an electron transporting layer, or 
a hole injection layer/a hole transporting layer/a light emit 
ting layer/an electron transporting layer/an electron injection 
layer are laminated with one another on the anode in the 
above-Stated order, a double-layer Structure or a monolayer 
structure is permissible. In any of the above-described 
Structures, a fluorescent dye or the like may be doped in the 
light emitting layer. Further, examples of Such light emitting 
layers include a light emitting layer having a hole transport 
property and a light emitting layer having an electron 
transport property. All of these layerS may be formed by 
using a low molecular-type material, or one layer or Some 
layers thereof may be formed by using a polymer-type 
material. Still further, in this specification of the present 
invention, all layers to be provided between the cathode and 
anode are generically referred to as a layer containing an 
organic compound (EL layer). Therefore, all of the above 
described hole injection layer, hole transporting layer, light 
emitting layer, electron transporting layer and electron injec 
tion layer are included in the EL layer. Furthermore, the 
layer containing the organic compound (EL layer) may 
contain an inorganic material Such as Silicon. 
0169. The light emitting device (EL device) comprises a 
layer (hereinafter referred to as "EL layer') containing an 
organic compound that can obtain luminescence (Electro 
Luminescence) to be generated by being applied with an 
electric field, an anode, and a cathode. There are two types 
of luminescence to be obtained by the organic compound, 
that is, one type of luminescence (fluorescence) is generated 
at the time a singlet eXcited State undergoes a transmission 
to a ground State and the other type of luminescence (phos 
phorescence) is generated at the time a triplet excited State 
undergoes a transmission to the ground State. A light emit 
ting apparatus to be prepared according to the invention can 
be applied to a case in which any one type of these 
luminescences is used. 

0170 Further, in the light emitting apparatus according to 
the present invention, a drive method for a Screen display is 
not particularly limited and, for example, any one of a point 
Sequential drive method, a line Sequential drive method and 
a face Sequential drive method may be used. As a represen 
tative example, the line Sequential drive method is adopted 
and a time division gradation drive method or an area 
gradation drive method may appropriately be used. A video 
Signal to be inputted to a Source line of the light emitting 
apparatus may either be an analog signal or a digital Signal 
whereupon a driver circuit or the like may appropriately be 
designed in accordance with the Video Signal. 
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0171 Herein, a light emitting device comprising a cath 
ode, an EL layer and an anode is denoted as the EL device 
whereupon there are two types of Systems in Such EL 
devices, that is, one System (simple matrix System) in which 
an EL layer is formed between two types of electrodes each 
in a Stripe State which are orthogonally provided to each 
other and the other System (active matrix System) in which 
an EL layer is formed between a pixel electrode and a 
counter electrode which are connected to the TFT and are 
arrayed in a matrix State. 
0172 Further, not only the TFT in which a semiconductor 
film having a crystalline Structure is allowed to bean active 
layer, but also an in channel-type TFT in which an amor 
phous silicon is allowed to be an active layer or the TFT in 
which a semi-amorphous Semiconductor (hereinafter 
referred to also as "SAS”) is allowed to be an active layer 
may be used. By allowing the amorphous Silicon film or the 
Semi-amorphous Silicon film to be the active layer of the 
TFT, a number of proceSS Steps at the time of producing the 
TFT can be reduced compared with the TFT which uses a 
polycrystalline Semiconductor film whereupon a yield rate 
of the light emitting apparatus is enhanced and, also, a 
production cost is Suppressed. 
0173 The present invention which provides the above 
described structure will be described in detail with reference 
to embodiments to be illustrated below. 

Embodiment 1 

0.174. In the present embodiment, an example of a multi 
chamber fabrication System in which an entire process from 
Vapor deposition over a first electrode to Sealing is auto 
mated is described with reference to FIG. 10. 

0175 FIG. 10 is a multi-chamber fabrication system that 
includes: gates 100a to 100x, transport chambers 102, 
1004a, 108, 114, and 118; delivery chambers 105,107, and 
111; a load chamber 101; a first film formation chamber 
100.6R, a second film formation chamber 1006G, a third film 
formation chamber 1006B, a fourth film formation chamber 
1006R"; a fifth film formation chamber 1006G"; a sixth film 
formation chamber 1006B'; other film formation chambers 
109, 110, 112,113, and 132; installation chambers in each of 
which evaporation Source is Set, pretreatment chambers 
103a and 103b; a sealing chamber 116; a mask stock 
chamber 124; a sealed Substrate stock chamber 130; a 
cassette chambers 120a and 120b, a tray loading stage 121; 
and a extraction chamber 119. In the transport chamber 
1004a, a transport mechanism 104b is provided for trans 
porting a Substrate 104C and in a similar way, respective 
transport mechanisms are also provided for other transport 
chambers. 

0176). Hereinafter, a process comprising a step of trans 
porting a Substrate over which an anode (first electrode), and 
an insulator (partition wall) covering an end portion of the 
anode have previously been provided, into a fabrication 
system as shown in FIG. 10 and a step of fabricating a light 
emitting apparatus is described. When an active matrix type 
light emitting apparatus is manufactured, a thin film tran 
sistor (current-controlling TFT) which is connected to the 
anode, a plurality of other thin film transistors (for example, 
switching TFT) and a driver circuit comprising a thin film 
transistor have previously been provided for a Substrate. 
Even when a passive matrix type light emitting apparatus is 
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manufactured, the apparatus can be manufactured by using 
the fabrication system as shown in FIG. 10. 
0177 Firstly, the above-described substrate is set in the 
cassette chamber 120a or the cassette chamber 120b. When 
the substrate is large in size (for example, 300 mmx360 
mm), the substrate is set in the cassette chamber 120b. When 
the substrate is of a normal size (for example, 127 mmx127 
mm), the substrate is set in the cassette chamber 120a. Then, 
the thus-Set Substrate is transported into the tray loading 
Stage 121 where a plurality of Substrates are set on a tray (for 
example, 300 mmx360 mm). 
0178 The substrate (over which an anode and an insu 
lator that covers an end portion of the anode are formed) 
which is Set in either of the cassette chambers is transported 
into the transport chamber 118. 

0179 Before the substrate is set in either of the cassette 
chambers, in order to reduce a spot defect, it is preferable 
that a surface of the first electrode (anode) be cleaned by 
using a porous Sponge (for example, being made of poly 
vinyl alcohol (PVA), or nylon) impregnated with a surfactant 
(being alkalescent), thereby removing dust from the Surface 
thereof. AS for a cleaning mechanism, a cleaning apparatus 
having a roll brush (for example, made of PVA) which 
rotates around an axis line parallel to a face of a Substrate to 
contact the face of the Substrate may be used, or another 
cleaning apparatus having a disk brush (for example, made 
of PVA) which rotates around an axis line vertical to a face 
of a substrate to contact the face of the substrate may be 
used. Further, before a film containing an organic compound 
is formed, in order to remove moisture or other gases 
contained in the Substrate, it is preferable that annealing for 
degasification be performed on the Substrate under vacuum. 
The substrate is transported into a bake chamber 123 con 
nected to the transport chamber 118, and then, Such anneal 
ing may be performed in the bake chamber 123. 
0180 Subsequently, the resultant substrate is transported 
from the transport chamber 118, which is provided with a 
substrate transport mechanism, into the load chamber 101. 
In the fabrication System according to the present embodi 
ment, the load chamber 101 is provided with a substrate 
reversal mechanism which can appropriately reverse the 
Substrate. The load chamber 101 is connected to a vacuum 
exhaust treatment chamber. It is preferable that, after the 
load chamber 101 is evacuated to a vacuum state, the load 
chamber 101 allows an inert gas to introduce thereinto, 
thereby the load chamber 101 is under an atmospheric 
preSSure. 

0181 Subsequently, the substrate is transported into the 
transport chamber 102 connected to the load chamber 101. 
It is preferable that, in order to allow an inside of the 
transport chamber 102 to be free from moisture or oxygen as 
much as possible, the inside thereof have previously been 
evacuated to a vacuum State So that the vacuum State is 
maintained. 

0182 Further, the vacuum exhaust treatment chamber is 
provided with a magnetically floating type turbo-molecular 
pump, a cryopump, or a dry pump. In Such structure, an 
ultimate vacuum degree in the transport chamber 102 con 
nected to the load chamber 101 is allowed to be in the range 
of from 10 Pa to 10 Pa, and further, back diffusion of 
impurities from a pump Side and an exhaust System can be 
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controlled. In order to prevent the impurities from being 
introduced into the inside of the System, as for a gas to be 
introduced, an inert gas, for example, a nitrogen gas, or a 
noble gas is used. Any one of these gases to be introduced 
inside the System is highly purified by a gas purifier before 
it is introduced into inside the System, and then, used. 
Accordingly, it is necessary to provide the gas purifier So 
that the gas is firstly highly purified and then, introduced into 
inside the vapor deposition System. Under Such structure, 
Since oxygen, moisture, or any other impurities contained in 
the gas can be removed in advance, these impurities can be 
prevented from being introduced into inside the apparatus. 

0183. Further, when a film containing an organic com 
pound formed in an unnecessary part is required to be 
removed, the resultant Substrate is transported into the 
pretreatment chamber 103a where a laminated layer of films 
containing the organic compound, then, may selectively be 
removed. The pretreatment chamber 103a is provided with 
a plasma generator in which a gas or a plurality of gases of 
at least one element Selected from the group consisting of Ar, 
H, F, and O are excited to generate plasma, and then, dry 
etching is performed by the thus-generated plasma. Further, 
a UV irradiation mechanism may be provided in the pre 
treatment chamber 103a in order that an ultraviolet ray 
irradiation can be executed to perform an anode Surface 
treatment. 

0184. In order to be free from shrinkage, it is preferable 
that vacuum heating be performed immediately before a film 
containing an organic compound is formed by vapor depo 
Sition. The resultant Substrate is transported into the pre 
treatment chamber 103b where, in order to thoroughly 
remove moisture, or any other gases contained in the Sub 
Strate, annealing for degasification is performed on the 
substrate under vacuum (a degree thereof being 5x10, Torr 
(0.665 Pa) or less and, preferably, in the range of from 10" 
Torr to 10 Torr). In the pretreatment chamber 103b, a plate 
heater (sheath heater as a typical example) is used to 
uniformly heat a plurality of substrates. Particularly, when 
an organic resin film is used as a material of an interlayer 
insulating film or a partition wall, an organic resin material 
tends to absorb moisture depending on a type thereof. Since 
there is a risk of degasification, it is effective that, before a 
layer containing an organic compound is formed, the organic 
resin material is heated at a temperature in the range of from 
100° C. to 250° C., preferably in the range of from 150° C. 
to 200 C., for example, for 30 minutes or more and then, the 
thus-heated organic resin material is left to Stand in air for 
Spontaneous cooling for 30 minutes to perform vacuum 
heating for removing absorbed moisture. 

0185. Subsequently, after the above-described vacuum 
heating, the resultant Substrate is transported from the trans 
port chamber 102 to the delivery chamber 105 and then, the 
Substrate is transported without being exposed to air from 
the delivery chamber 105 to the transport chamber 1004a. 

0186 Thereafter, the substrate is appropriately trans 
ported into each of the film formation chambers 1006R, 
1006G, and 1006B each of which is connected to the 
transport chamber 1004a. Over the thus-transported Sub 
Strate, a low molecular weight organic compound layer 
which includes a hole injection layer, a hole transporting 
layer, a light emitting layer, an electron transporting layer, or 
an electron injection layer is appropriately formed. 
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0187 Further, in the film formation chamber 112, the 
hole injection layer comprising a polymer material may be 
formed by ink-jetting or Spin coating method. Still further, 
the Substrate is vertically placed and, then, film-forming is 
performed on the Substrate under vacuum by inkjetting. An 
aqueous Solution of poly(ethylene dioxythiophene)/poly 
(styrenesulfonic acid) (referred to also as PEDOT/PSS), an 
aqueous Solution of polyaniline/camphor Sulfonic acid 
(referred to also as PANI/CSA), PTPDES, Et-PTPDEK, 
PPBA or the like which acts as the hole injection layer 
(anode buffer layer) may be applied over an entire Surface of 
the first electrode (anode) and baked. It is preferable that 
such baking is performed in the bake chamber 123. When 
the hole injection layer comprising a polymer material is 
formed by coating Such as Spin coating, a degree of flatness 
is improved whereby coverage and uniformity in thickneSS 
of a film to be formed thereon are allowed to be favorable. 
Particularly, Since film thickness of the light emitting layer 
becomes uniform, a uniform luminescence can be obtained. 
In this case, it is preferable that, after the hole injection layer 
is formed by coating, vacuum heating (100° C. to 200° C.) 
is performed on the thus-formed hole injection layer imme 
diately before film-forming is performed by vapor deposi 
tion. The vacuum heating may be performed in the pretreat 
ment chamber 103b. For example, after a surface of the first 
electrode (anode) is cleaned by using a Sponge, the Substrate 
is transported into a cassette chamber, and then, the film 
formation chamber 112. After the aqueous Solution of poly 
(ethylene dioxythiophene)/poly(styrene Sulfonic acid) 
(PEDOT/PSS) is applied on an entire surface of the first 
electrode (anode) with a film thickness of 60 nm by spin 
coating, the resultant Substrate is transported into the bake 
chamber 123, pre-baked at 80 C. for 10 minutes, baked in 
a full scale at 200 C. for one hour and, thereafter, trans 
ported into the pretreatment chamber 103b. Furthermore, 
after vacuum heating (heating at 170° C. for 30 minutes 
followed by cooling for 30 minutes) is performed immedi 
ately before vapor deposition is performed, the resultant 
Substrate transported Sequentially into the film formation 
chambers 1006R, 1006G, and 1006B where respective light 
emitting layerS may be formed by vapor deposition without 
exposing the Substrate to air. Particularly, in a case in which, 
when an ITO film is used as a material for the anode, a 
Surface thereof is not uniform or a minute particle is present 
on the Surface thereof, Such detrimental influences can be 
decreased by allowing a film thickness of PEDOT/PSS to be 
30 nm or more. 

0188 Further, when PEDOT/PSS is applied on the ITO 
film, wettability thereof is not favorable; therefore, it is 
preferable that, after a PEDOT/PSS solution is applied at a 
first time by using spin coating, the resultant PEDOT/PSS is 
rinsed with pure water, thereby enhancing the wettability 
thereof, and then, the PEDOT/PSS solution is applied at a 
Second time by using Spin coating, and thereafter, baked to 
form a film favorable in uniformity. By rinsing the surface 
with pure water after a first application is performed, effects 
not only of improving a quality of the Surface but also 
removing a minute particle or the like from the Surface can 
be achieved. 

0189 Further, when a film of PEDOT/PSS is formed by 
using Spin coating, the film is formed on an entire Surface of 
the Substrate. Therefore, the film formed on each of an end 
portion, a peripheral portion, a terminal portion, a connect 
ing region between the cathode, a lower wiring and the like 
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are preferably removed and, in this case, Such removal is 
preferably performed in the pretreatment chamber 103a by 
means of Oashing or the like. 

0190. Next, the film formation chambers 1006R, 1006G, 
and 1006B will be described below. 

0191) Each of the film formation chambers 1006R, 
1006G, and 1006B is provided with a movable evaporation 
Source holder. A plurality of Such holders are prepared, 
appropriately provided with a plurality of containers (cru 
cibles) which have appropriately been filled with an EL 
material in a Sealed manner, and Set in the film formation 
chambers each. The Substrate is Set in a face down manner, 
a position alignment of a deposition mask is performed by 
CCD or the like. Then, film-forming can selectively be 
performed by executing vapor deposition by resistance 
heating. Further, the deposition mask is Stored in a mask 
Stock chamber 124 and it is properly transported from there 
to a film formation chamber. Still further, the film formation 
chamber 132 is a vapor film formation chamber in reserve 
for forming a layer containing an organic compound or a 
metal material layer. 

0.192 Setting the EL material in these film formation 
chambers is preferably performed by using a manufacturing 
system as described below. Namely, it is preferable that the 
film-forming is performed by using the EL material which 
has previously been put in a container (crucible as a typical 
example) by a material manufacturer. Further, the Setting is 
preferably executed without exposing the EL material to air; 
therefore, it is preferable that, when the container, namely, 
crucible, is delivered from the material manufacturer, the 
crucible is put in a Second container in a Sealed manner and 
then introduced into the film formation chamber as it is. 
Desirably, each installation chamber (not shown in the 
figure) which is provided by a vacuum exhausting means, 
connected to respective film formation chambers 1006R, 
1006G, 1006B, 1006R", 1006G, and 1006B' are allowed to 
be in a vacuum State or an inert gas atmosphere, and under 
these circumstances the crucible is taken out of the Second 
container to Set the crucible in any one of the film formation 
chambers. Note that, examples of an installation chamber 
are shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 4. In such manner, not only 
the crucible but also the EL material put in the crucible are 
prevented from being contaminated. It is, also, possible that 
the metal mask is Stored in Such installation chamber. 

0193 By appropriately selecting the EL material to be set 
in respective film-forming chambers 1006R, 1006G, 1006B, 
1006R", 1006G' and 1006B", the light emitting device which 
emits either mono-color (specifically white color) or full 
color (specifically red, green, and blue colors) light as a 
whole body of the light emitting device can be manufac 
tured. For example, when agreen-color light emitting device 
is fabricated, a hole transporting layer or a hole injection 
layer, a light emitting layer (G), and an electron transporting 
layer or an electron injection layer are laminated in this 
sequence in the film formation chamber 1006G and then, a 
cathode is formed on the resultant laminated layer to obtain 
the green-color light emitting device. For example, when a 
full-color light emitting device is fabricated, a hole trans 
porting layer or a hole injection layer, a light emitting layer 
(R), and an electron transporting layer or an electron injec 
tion layer are laminated in this Sequence in the film forma 
tion chamber 1006R by using a deposition mask prepared 
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exclusively for R, and then, a hole transporting layer or a 
hole injection layer, a light emitting layer (G), and an 
electron transporting layer or an electron injection layer are 
laminated in this sequence over the above-described-formed 
laminated layer in the film formation chamber 1006G by 
using a deposition mask prepared exclusively for G and, 
thereafter, a hole transporting layer or a hole injection layer, 
a light emitting layer (B), and an electron transporting layer 
or an electron injection layer are laminated in this sequence 
over the above-described-formed laminated layer in the film 
formation chamber 1006B by using a deposition mask 
prepared exclusively for B and, Subsequently, a cathode is 
formed over the resultant laminated layer to obtain the 
full-color light emitting device. 
0194 Further, in a case of laminating light emitting 
layerS having different luminescent colors from one another, 
an organic compound layer which shows a white-color 
luminescence is roughly classified into two types, namely, a 
3 wavelength type which contains 3 primary colors of red, 
green and blue and a 2 wavelength type which utilizes a 
relationship of complimentary colors of blue/yellow or 
bluish green/orange. It is also possible to fabricate a white 
color light emitting device in one film formation chamber. 
For example, when the white-color light emitting device is 
fabricated by using the 3 wavelength type, a plurality of 
evaporation Source holders are prepared in one film forma 
tion chamber and therein, an aromatic diamine (TPD) is 
filled in a first evaporation Source holder in a Sealed manner, 
p-EtTAZ is similarly filled in a second evaporation Source 
holder, Alq3 is similarly filled in a third evaporation Source 
holder, an EL material in which Alq3 is added with Nile Red 
that is a red luminescent pigment is similarly filled in a 
fourth evaporation Source holder, and Alq3 is similarly filled 
in a fifth evaporation source holder. Then, the first to fifth 
evaporation Source holders are Set in respective film forma 
tion chambers. Thereafter, the first to fifth evaporation 
Source holderS Start to move in Sequence, and then Vapor 
deposition is performed on the Substrate in a lamination 
manner. Specifically, TPD is sublimated from the first 
evaporation Source holder by heating, thereby being depos 
ited on an entire Surface of the Substrate. Thereafter, p-Et 
TAZ is Sublimated from the Second evaporation Source 
holder, Alq3 is sublimated from the third evaporation source 
holder, Alq3:Nile Red is sublimated from the fourth evapo 
ration source holder, and Alq3 is Sublimated from the fifth 
evaporation Source holder whereupon all these Sublimated 
materials are deposited on an entire Surface of the Substrate 
in order. Subsequently, when a cathode is formed on the 
resultant Substrate, a white-color light emitting device can 
be fabricated. 

0.195. After the layers each containing the organic com 
pound are appropriately laminated in accordance with the 
above-described process, the Substrate is transported from 
the transport chamber 104a to the delivery chamber 107 and, 
further, from the delivery chamber 107 to the transport 
chamber 108 without exposing the substrate to air. 
0196) Next, the Substrate is transported into the film 
formation chamber 110 by a transport mechanism provided 
in the transport chamber 108, and then, a cathode is formed 
over the Substrate in the film formation chamber 110. AS for 
the cathode, a metal film (a film of an alloy of, for example, 
MgAg, Mgn, CaF2, LiF, or CaN, a film formed by using an 
element belonging to group I or II in the periodic table and 
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aluminum by means of co-vapor deposition, or a laminate 
thereof) formed by utilizing resistance heating by means of 
Vapor deposition is used. Further, the cathode may also be 
formed by Sputtering. 

0.197 When a top emission type light emitting apparatus 
is manufactured, it is preferable that a cathode is transparent 
or translucent. It is also preferable that a thin film (1 nm to 
10 nm) of the above-described metal film, or a laminate of 
the thin film (1 nm to 10 nm) of the above-described metal 
film and a conductive transparent film is allowed to be the 
cathode. In this case, a film comprising the transparent 
conductive film (for example, indium oxide-tin oxide alloy 
(ITO), indium oxide-zinc oxide alloy (In2O3-ZnO), or zinc 
oxide (ZnO)) may be formed in the film formation chamber 
109 by sputtering method. 

0198 Alight emitting device having a laminated layer is 
manufactured by the proceSS described above. 

0199 Further, the substrate is transported into the film 
formation chamber 113 connected to the transport chamber 
108, and then, in the film formation chamber 113, a protec 
tive film comprising a Silicon nitride film or a Silicon 
Oxynitride film may be formed to Seal it. A target comprising 
Silicon or a target comprising Silicon oxide, or a target 
comprising Silicon nitride is provided in the film formation 
chamber 113. For example, a silicon nitride film can be 
formed over the cathode by using a target comprising Silicon 
and by allowing the inside of the film formation chamber to 
be in a nitrogen gas atmosphere or an atmosphere containing 
nitrogen and argon gases. Further, a thin film (for example, 
DLC film, CN film, or amorphous carbon film) containing 
carbon as a primary component may be formed as a pro 
tective film, and Separately, a film formation chamber using 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) may be provided. A 
diamond-like carbon film (referred to also as DLC film) can 
be formed by at least one method Selected from among 
plasma CVD (as a typical example, RF plasma CVD, 
microwave CVD, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) CVD, 
or hot-filament CVD), combustion-flame, Sputtering, ion 
beam vapor deposition, and laser vapor deposition. AS for 
reaction gases to be used in film-forming, a hydrogen gas, 
and at least one of hydrocarbon-type gases (for example, 
CH, CH, and C.H.) are used. These gases are ionized by 
glow discharge, and after being accelerated in Velocity, the 
resultant ions collides with a cathode which is applied with 
negative self-bias, thereby forming a film. Further, the CN 
film may be formed by using CH gas and N gas as 
reaction gas. Still further, the DLC film or the CN film is a 
transparent or translucent insulating film against Visible 
light. The term “transparent against Visible light used 
herein is intended to mean that a transmission factor of the 
visible light is in the range of from 80% to 100% while the 
term “translucent against Visible light used herein is 
intended to mean that a transmission factor of the Visible 
light is in the range of from 50% to 80%. 

0200. In the present embodiment, a protective film that is 
a laminate comprising a first inorganic insulating film, a 
StreSS relaxing film, and a Second inorganic insulating film is 
formed over a cathode. For example, it is permissible that, 
after the cathode is formed, the Substrate is transported into 
the film formation chamber 113 where the first inorganic 
insulating film is formed and, then, the resultant Substrate is 
transported into the film formation chamber 132 where the 
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stress relaxation layer (for example, a layer containing an 
organic compound) having a hygroscopic property and 
transparency is formed thereon and, thereafter, the resultant 
substrate is transported back to the film formation chamber 
113 where the Second inorganic insulating film is formed 
thereon. 

0201 Next, the substrate over which a light emitting 
device is thus formed is transported from the transport 
chamber 108 to the delivery chamber 111 without exposing 
the substrate to air, and then, from the delivery chamber 111 
to the transport chamber 114. Subsequently, the substrate 
over which the light emitting device is formed is transported 
from the transport chamber 114 to the sealing chamber 116. 
0202) A sealed substrate is set in a load chamber 117 from 
outside and ready to be processed. Further, it is preferable 
that, in order to remove impurities Such as moisture, the 
Substrate has previously been Subjected to annealing under 
Vacuum. When a Sealing material is formed for bonding the 
sealed substrate with the Substrate over which the light 
emitting device is formed, the Sealing material is formed in 
the Sealing chamber and the Sealed Substrate over which the 
Sealing material was formed is transported into the Sealed 
substrate stock chamber 130. Further, a desiccant may be 
attached to the Sealed Substrate in the Sealing chamber. Still 
further, in the present embodiment, an example in which the 
Sealing material is formed over the Sealed Substrate is 
described; however, the present invention is by no means 
limited to the example and the Sealing material may be 
formed over the Substrate over which the light emitting 
device has previously been formed. 
0203) Next, the Substrate and the sealed substrate are 
bonded to each other in the Sealing chamber 116, and then, 
the thus-bonded pair of Substrates is irradiated with ultra 
Violet light by using an ultraViolet ray irradiation mechanism 
provided in the Sealing chamber 116 to cure the Sealing 
material. Further, in the present embodiment, an ultraViolet 
ray-curing type resin is used as the Sealing material; how 
ever, no particular limitation is put on the Sealing material So 
long as it is an adhesive. 
0204 Subsequently, the thus-bonded pair of Substrates is 
transported from the Sealing chamber 116 to the transport 
chamber 114, and then, from the transport chamber 114 to 
the extraction chamber 119 where the resultant Substrate is 
taken out. 

0205 As described above, since the light emitting device 
is not exposed to air at all until it is Sealed in a Sealed Space 
by using the fabrication system as shown in FIG. 10, a light 
emitting apparatus having high reliability can be manufac 
tured. Further, although a vacuum State and a nitrogen 
atmosphere under an atmospheric preSSure are alternately 
repeated in the transport chambers 114 and 118, it is pref 
erable that the transport chambers 102, 1004a, and 108 are 
consistently maintained in a vacuum State. 
0206 Although not shown, a control device, which real 
izes automation by controlling a pathway along which the 
Substrate is moved into each treatment chamber, is provided. 
0207 Further, in the fabrication system as shown in FIG. 
10, it is also possible that a substrate, over which a trans 
parent conductive film (or metal film (TiN)) is provided as 
an anode is transported in, and after a layer containing an 
organic compound is formed over the Substrate, a transpar 
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ent or translucent cathode (for example, a laminate of a thin 
metal film (for example, Al, or Ag) and a transparent 
conductive film) is formed over the resultant substrate to 
fabricate an top emission type (or top-bottom emission type) 
of light emitting device. The term “top emission type light 
emitting device' used herein is intended to mean an device 
which takes out luminescence that is generated in the 
organic compound layer by allowing it to pass through the 
cathode. 

0208 Further, in the fabrication system as shown in FIG. 
10, it is also possible that a substrate, over which a trans 
parent conductive film is provided as an anode, is trans 
ported in, and, after a layer containing an organic compound 
is formed over the Substrate, a cathode comprising a metal 
film (for example, Al, or Ag) is formed over the Substrate to 
fabricate a bottom emission type light emitting device. The 
term “bottom emission type light emitting device' used 
herein is intended to mean an device which takes out 
luminescence that is generated in the organic compound 
layer from a transparent electrode, namely, an anode, in the 
direction of TFT, and further, allows the luminescence to 
pass through the Substrate. 
0209 An example of a system capable of manufacturing 
full color light emitting devices in parallel is shown in FIG. 
10. For example, Vacuum heating is performed on Substrates 
in the pretreatment chamber 103b, and the Substrates are 
then transported from the transport chamber 102 to the 
transport chamber 1004a via the delivery chamber 105. 
Films are laminated on a first Substrate through a pathway 
via the film formation chambers 1006R, 1006G, and 1006B, 
and films are laminated on a Second Substrate through a 
pathway via the film formation chambers 1006R", 1006G, 
and 1006B'. Throughput can thus be improved by carrying 
out vapor deposition on a plurality of Substrates in parallel. 
A light emitting apparatus can be completed by Sealing after 
cathode formation. 

0210 Moreover, the first to third film formation cham 
bers 1006R, 1006G and 1006B can be used to sequentially 
perform vapor deposition, even when the fourth to sixth film 
formation chambers 1006R", 1006G' and 1006B' are under 
maintenance, although the number of Substrates to be pro 
cessed is reduced. 

0211 Further, hole transporting layers, light emitting 
layers, and electron transporting layers of R, G and B colors 
each may also be laminated in three different film formation 
chambers. Note that mask alignment is performed respec 
tively before carrying out vapor deposition, So that the films 
are only formed in predetermined regions. It is preferable to 
use different masks for each of the different colors in order 
to prevent color mixing, and three masks are necessary in 
this case. In the case of processing plural Substrates, for 
example, the following procedures may be performed. A first 
Substrate is placed in the first film formation chamber, and 
a layer that contains a red color light emitting organic 
compound is formed. The first Substrate is then removed, 
and placed next in the Second film formation chamber. A 
Second Substrate is placed in the first film formation chamber 
while a layer that contains a green color light emitting 
organic compound is formed on the first Substrate, and a 
layer that contains the red color light emitting organic 
compound is formed on the Second Substrate. The first 
substrate is lastly placed in the third film formation chamber. 
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The Second Substrate is placed in the Second film formation 
chamber, and a third substrate is placed in the first film 
formation chamber, while a layer that contains a blue color 
light emitting organic compound is formed on the first 
Substrate. Laminations may thus be performed Sequentially. 
0212. Further, the hole transporting layers, the light emit 
ting layers, and the electron transporting layers of R, G, and 
B colors each may also be laminated in one film formation 
chamber. Three type of material layers, corresponding to R, 
G, and B, may be formed Selectively by performing mask 
positioning through shifting the mask during mask align 
ment, if the hole transporting layers, the light emitting 
layers, and the electron transporting layers of R, G, and B 
colors each are laminated consecutively in the one film 
formation chamber. The mask is shared in this case, and only 
one mask is used. 

0213 The present embodiment can freely combined with 
any one of Embodiment Modes 1 to 4. 

Embodiment 2 

0214. In this embodiment, described is an example of a 
device having respective functions of a plurality of various 
types of materials as well as a function of performing 
division of functions of a laminated Structure, in addition to 
a function of enhancing mobility of a carrier by relaxing an 
energy barrier in a film containing an organic compound. 
0215. In regard to relaxation of the energy barrier in the 
laminated Structure, a technique of inserting a carrier injec 
tion layer is well referred to. That is, by inserting a material 
that relaxes the energy barrier present in an interface of the 
laminated Structure having a large energy barrier into the 
interface, a design for Setting the energy barrier in a stepwise 
patter can be made. By making Such design, a property of a 
carrier injection from an electrode can be enhanced to Surely 
reduce a drive Voltage to certain extent. However, there is a 
problem in that, by increasing the number of layers, the 
number of organic interfaces is increased as well. It is 
considered that Such feature is the reason why a Single layer 
Structure rather holds top data of drive Voltage/power effi 
ciency. In other words, by overcoming the problem, the 
laminated Structure can reach the drive Voltage/power effi 
ciency of the Single layer Structure, while maintaining a 
merit (capability of combinations of various types of mate 
rials free from necessity of a complicated design of mol 
ecules) of the laminated Structure. 
0216) In this embodiment, when a film containing an 
organic compound comprising a plurality of functional 
regions is formed between a cathode and an anode of a light 
emitting device, a Structure having a mixed region, which is 
different from a conventional laminated Structure in which a 
distinct interface is present, comprising both a material 
which constitutes a first functional region and another mate 
rial which constitutes a Second functional region is formed 
between the first functional region and the Second functional 
region. 

0217. This embodiment also includes the case where a 
material that is capable of converting triplet excitation 
energy into luminescence is added to the mixed region as a 
dopant. In the formation of the mixed region, the mixed 
region may be formed to have a concentration gradient. 
0218. It is considered that, by applying such structure as 
described above, the energy barrier which is present between 
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functional regions is reduced compared with the conven 
tional Structure, thereby enhancing the carrier injection 
property. That is, the energy barrier between functional 
regions is relaxed by forming the mixed region and, accord 
ingly, prevention of reduction of drive Voltage and lumi 
nance can be realized. 

0219. Therefore, in this embodiment, when a light emit 
ting device comprising at least a region (referred to as a first 
functional region) in which a first organic compound can 
exhibit a function thereof and another region (referred to as 
a second functional region) in which a second organic 
compound, being made from Substance different from a 
Substance which constitutes the first functional region, can 
exhibit a function thereof, and a light emitting apparatus 
comprising Such light emitting device are manufactured, a 
mixed region, containing the organic compound which con 
Stitutes the first functional region and another organic com 
pound which constitutes the Second functional region, is 
prepared between the first functional region and the Second 
functional region. 
0220. In the film formation system shown in FIG. 1, a 
plurality of rectangular evaporation Source holders can be 
used. Accordingly, a film containing an organic compound 
having a plurality of functional regions can be formed in one 
film formation chamber, and a plurality of evaporation 
Source holders are provided in correspondence with the 
plurality of functional regions in the film formation System. 
0221 Firstly, a first organic compound is vapor deposited 
by using a first evaporation Source holder. The first organic 
compound, which has previously been vaporized by resis 
tance heating, is Scattered in the direction of a Substrate by 
opening a first Shutter at the time of vapor deposition. A first 
functional region 610 shown in FIG. 11B can be formed by 
repeatedly moving the first evaporation Source holder. 
0222 Next, during a state in which the first organic 
compound is being vapor deposited, a Second evaporation 
Source holder is made to move to vapor deposit a Second 
organic compound. Further, the Second organic compound 
which has also previously been vaporized by resistance 
heating is Scattered in the direction of the Substrate by 
opening a Second shutter at the time of vapor deposition. A 
first mixed region 611 made with the first organic compound 
and the Second organic compound can be formed. 
0223) The first evaporation source holder is stopped and 
the Second organic compound is vapor deposited on the 
Substrate by repeatedly moving the Second evaporation 
Source holder. Thereby, a Second functional region 612 can 
also be formed. 

0224 Further, in this embodiment, a case in which the 
mixed region is formed by Simultaneously moving multiple 
evaporation Source holders in order to vapor deposit is 
described. However, it is also possible that the first organic 
compound is firstly vapor deposited and, then, it is also 
possible that a mixed region is formed between the first 
functional region and the Second functional region by allow 
ing the Second organic compound to be vapor deposited in 
the atmosphere in which the first organic compound is vapor 
deposited. 

0225. Subsequently, during a state in which the second 
organic compound is being vapor deposited, a third evapo 
ration Source holder is moved to vapor deposit a third 
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organic compound. Further, the third organic compound, 
which has also previously been vaporized by resistance 
heating, is Scattered in the direction of the Substrate by 
opening a third Shutter at the time of vapor deposition. A 
Second mixed region 613 made with the Second organic 
compound and the third organic compound can be formed. 
0226. Then, the second evaporation source holder is 
Stopped and the third evaporation Source holder is moved 
repeatedly to allow the third organic compound to be vapor 
deposited and thus, a third functional region 614 can also be 
formed. 

0227 Finally, a light emitting device is completed by 
forming a cathode on the resultant Substrate. 
0228. Furthermore, FIG. 11A shows an example of a 
light emitting device in which no mixed region is provided. 
The first functional region 610, the second functional region 
612, and the third functional region 614 are vapor deposited 
Sequentially and formed by using the System shown in 
FIGS. 4A and 4B, and then a cathode is formed to complete 
the light emitting device. 
0229 FIG. 11C is an example of a light emitting device 
in which no mixed region is provided. A first functional 
region 620 and a Second functional region 622 are vapor 
deposited Sequentially and formed by using the System 
shown in FIGS. 4A and 4B, and then a cathode is formed 
to complete the light emitting device. 

0230. Further, as for another light emitting device having 
a mixed region, as shown in FIG. 11D, after a first functional 
region 620 is formed by using a first organic compound, a 
first mixed region 621 made with the first organic compound 
and a Second organic compound is formed and then, the 
Second functional region 622 is formed by using the Second 
organic compound. Thereafter, in the process of forming the 
Second functional region 622, a third evaporation Source 
holder is temporarily moved to Simultaneously vapor deposit 
a third organic compound, and thereby a Second mixed 
region 623 is formed. 
0231. Then, the third evaporation source holder is 
Stopped and the Second evaporation Source holder is repeat 
edly moved again to form the Second functional region 622. 
Thereafter, a cathode is formed on the resultant Substrate, 
thereby fabricating a light emitting device. 

0232 Since a film containing an organic compound hav 
ing a plurality of functional regions can be formed in one 
film formation chamber, a functional region interface is not 
contaminated by impurities and, also, a mixed region can be 
formed in a functional region interface. Therefore, a light 
emitting device having a plurality of functions can be 
fabricated without having distinct laminated Structure 
(namely, without a distinct organic interface). 
0233. Further, when the film formation system which can 
perform vacuum annealing before, while, or after a film 
forming operation is executed is employed, a more fitting 
intermolecular State in the mixed region can be established 
by performing vacuum annealing while the film-forming 
operation is executed. Accordingly, it becomes possible to 
prevent the drive Voltage and luminance from being 
reduced. Further, impurities, Such as oxygen and moisture, 
in the organic compound layer that has been formed on the 
Substrate are further removed by performing Such annealing 
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(evacuation) operation after the film is formed, and thereby 
the organic compound layer having high density and high 
purity can be formed. 
0234) Further, this embodiment can freely be combined 
with any one of Embodiment Modes 1 to 4 and Embodi 
mentS 1. 

Embodiment 3 

0235. In FIG. 12A, shown is an example of fabricating a 
light emitting apparatus (having an top emission structure) 
provided on a Substrate having an insulating Surface with a 
light emitting device in which an organic compound layer is 
allowed to be a light emitting layer. 
0236 FIG. 12A is a top view of the light emitting 
apparatus, while FIG. 12B is a cross-sectional view taken 
along a line A-A in FIG. 12A. Reference numeral 1101 
indicated by a dotted line denotes a Source Signal line driver 
circuit, reference numeral 1102 denotes a pixel portion; and 
reference numeral 1103 denotes a gate Signal line driver 
circuit. Further, reference numeral 1104 denotes a transpar 
ent sealed Substrate; reference numeral 1105 denotes a first 
Sealing material; and reference numeral 1107 denotes a 
transparent Second Sealing material which fills an inside of 
an area surrounded by the first sealing material 1105. The 
first Sealing material 1105 contains a gap material for 
Securing a Space between Substrates. 
0237 Reference number 1108 denotes a wiring for trans 
mitting a Signal to be inputted to the Source Signal line driver 
circuit 1101 and the gate signal line driver circuit 1103. The 
wiring 1108 receives a Video signal or a clock signal from a 
flexible print circuit (FPC) 1109 which becomes an external 
input terminal. Although only the FPC 1109 is shown, a 
printed wiring board (PWB) may be attached to the FPC 
1109. 

0238. Subsequently, a cross sectional structure will be 
described with reference to FIG. 12B. A driver circuit and 
a pixel portion are formed on a substrate 1110, but the source 
signal line driver circuit 1101 as the driver circuit and the 
pixel portion 1102 are shown in FIG. 12B. 
0239). In the source signal line driver circuit 1101, a 
CMOS circuit in which an n-channel type TFT 1123 and a 
p-channel type TFT 1124 are combined is formed. The TFT 
that constitutes the driver circuit may be formed by CMOS 
circuit, a PMOS circuit or an NMOS circuit that are known 
in the art. In this embodiment, a driver-integrated type in 
which the driver circuit is formed on the Substrate is shown, 
but the driver-integrated type may not necessarily be 
adopted. The driver circuit can also be formed outside 
instead of being formed on the Substrate. A Structure of the 
TFT using a polysilicon film as an active layer is not 
particularly limited, therefore the Structure may be either a 
Structure of a top gate type TFT or a structure of a bottom 
gate type TFT. 
0240 The pixel portion 1102 is formed with a plurality of 
pixels including a Switching TFT 1111, a current-controlling 
TFT 1112 and a first electrode (anode) 1113 that is electri 
cally connected to a drain of the current-controlling TFT 
1112. The current-controlling TFT 1112 may either be an 
n-channel type TFT or a p-channel type TFT, but when it is 
connected to the anode, it is preferably the p-channel type 
TFT. It is also preferable that a storage capacitor (not shown) 
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is appropriately provided. An example in which only a 
cross-croSS Sectional Structure of one pixel is shown where 
upon two TFTs are used in the pixel is illustrated, but three 
or more TFTS may appropriately be used per pixel. 
0241 Since it is constituted such that the first electrode 
1113 is directly connected to the drain of the TFT, it is 
preferable that allower layer of the first electrode 1113 is 
allowed to be a material layer which can have an ohmic 
contact with the drain comprising Silicon while an upper 
most layer thereof which contacts a layer containing an 
organic compound is allowed to be a material layer which 
has a large work function. For example, a three-layer Struc 
ture made of a titanium nitride film, a film containing 
aluminum as a primary component, and a titanium nitride 
film, can have a low resistance of wiring, and a favorable 
ohmic contact and, also, can function as an anode. Further, 
as the first electrode 1113, a single layer of a titanium nitride 
film, a chromium film, a tungsten film, a Zinc film, a 
platinum film or the like, or a laminated layer of three layers 
or more may be used. 
0242 An insulating substance 1114 (referred to as a bank, 
a partition wall, a barrier, a mound or the like) is formed on 
each end of the first electrode (anode) 1113. The insulating 
Substance 1114 may be formed by either an organic resin 
film or an insulating film comprising Silicon. In this embodi 
ment, as for the insulating Substance 1114, an insulating 
substance is formed in a shape as shown in FIG. 12B by 
using a positive type photoSensitive acrylic resin film. 
0243 For the purpose of enhancing a coverage effect, a 
curved Surface having a curvature is formed in an upper end 
portion or a lower end portion of the insulating Substance 
1114. For example, when the positive type photosensitive 
acrylic resin is used as a material for the insulating Substance 
1114, it is preferable that a curved Surface having a curvature 
radius (0.2 um to 3 um) is provided only to the upper end 
portion of the insulating Substance 1114. AS for the insulat 
ing Substance 1114, either one of a negative type which 
becomes insoluble to an etchant by photoSensitive light, and 
a positive type which becomes Soluble to the etchant by light 
can be used. 

0244. Further, the insulating substance 1114 may be 
covered with a protective film comprising an aluminum 
nitride film, an aluminum oxynitride film, a thin film con 
taining carbon as a primary component or a Silicon nitride 
film. 

0245) A layer 1115 containing an organic compound is 
selectively formed on the first electrode (anode) 1113 by a 
Vapor deposition method using a deposition mask or an 
inkjet method. Further, a second electrode (cathode) 1116 is 
formed on the layer containing the organic compound 1115. 
As the cathode, a material having a Small work function (for 
example Al, Ag, Li, Ca, alloys of thereof, that is, MgAg, 
Mgn, AlLi, CaF2, or CaN) may be used. In this embodi 
ment, a laminated layer of a metal thin film that is thin in 
thickness and a transparent conductive film (for example, an 
indium oxide-tin oxide alloy (ITO), an indium oxide-zinc 
oxide alloy (In-O-ZnO), or Zinc oxide (ZnO)) is used as 
the second electrode (cathode) 1116 so that luminescence 
can pass through the layer. A light emitting device 1118 
comprising the first electrode (anode) 1113, the layer con 
taining the organic compound 1115, and the Second elec 
trode (cathode) 1116 is thus fabricated. In this embodiment, 
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the light emitting device 1118 is an example of emitting 
white light whereupon a color filter (for the purpose of 
Simplicity, an overcoat layer is not shown) comprising a 
colored layer 1131 and a light blocking layer (BM) 1132 is 
provided. 
0246. Further, when layers each containing an organic 
compound which can obtain R, G, and B luminescence, 
respectively, are Selectively formed, a full-color display can 
be obtained without using a color filter. 
0247 A transparent protective layer 1117 is formed in 
order to seal the light emitting device 1118. As for the 
transparent protective layer 1117, the transparent protective 
laminated layer shown in Embodiment Mode 1 can be 
adopted. The transparent protective laminated layer com 
prises a laminated layer comprising a first inorganic insu 
lating film, a StreSS relaxation film and a Second inorganic 
insulating film. AS the first inorganic insulating films and the 
Second inorganic insulating film, a Silicon nitride film, 
silicon oxide film, a silicon oxynitride film (SiNO film 
(component ratio: N>O), or SiON film (component ratio: 
N<O)), or a thin film containing carbon as a primary 
component (e.g., DLC film, or CN film) which are obtained 
by a sputtering method or a CVD method can be used. These 
inorganic insulating films each have a high blocking effect 
against moisture; however, as film thickness thereof is 
increased, a film StreSS is increased, as a result, a partial of 
the film is easily peeled off or a whole thereof is easily 
removed. Nevertheless, StreSS can be relaxed and, also, 
moisture can be absorbed by sandwiching the stress relax 
ation film between the first inorganic insulating film and the 
Second inorganic insulating film. Even when a minute hole 
(pinhole or the like) is formed in the first inorganic insulat 
ing film by an undefined reason, the minute hole can be filled 
by the StreSS relaxation film and, further, by providing the 
Second inorganic insulating film thereover, an extremely 
high blocking effect against moisture or oxygen can be 
attained. AS for materials for the StreSS relaxation film, a 
material which has Smaller StreSS than the inorganic insu 
lating films and has a hygroscopic property is preferable. 
Further, it is desired that the material have a translucent 
property in addition to the above-described-described prop 
erties is desirable. Further, as for the StreSS relaxation film, 
a material film containing an organic compound Such as 
C-NPD (4,4'-bisN-(naphthyl)-N-phenyl-aminobiphenyl), 
BCP(bathocuproin), MTDATA (4,4',4'-tris(N-3-methylphe 
nyl-N-phenyl-amino)triphenylamine, and Alq (a tris-8- 
quinolinolate aluminum complex) may be used. These mate 
rial films each have a hygroscopic property whereupon, 
when the material films become thin in thickness, they 
become nearly transparent. Since MgO, SrO, and SrO each 
have a hygroscopic property and translucency and can be 
made into a thin film by a vapor deposition method, any one 
of these oxides can be used as the StreSS relaxation film. In 
this embodiment, using a Silicon target, a film formed in an 
atmosphere containing a nitrogen gas and an argon gas, that 
is, a Silicon nitride film having a high blocking effect against 
impurities Such as moisture and an alkali metal is used as the 
first inorganic insulating film or the Second inorganic insu 
lating film, and a thin film of Alq formed by a vapor 
deposition method is used as the StreSS relaxation film. 
Further, in order to allow luminescence to penetrate the 
transparent protective laminated layer, it is preferable that an 
entire film thickness of the transparent protective laminated 
layer is formed as thin as possible. 
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0248. Further, in order to seal the light emitting device 
1118, the sealed substrate 1104 is bonded thereto by using 
the first Sealing material 1105 and the Second Sealing mate 
rial 1107 in an inert gas atmosphere. As for the first sealing 
material 1105 and the second sealing material 1107, it is 
preferable that an epoxy type resin is used. It is also 
preferable that the first sealing material 1105 and the second 
sealing material 1107 be a material which allows moisture or 
oxygen to penetrate thereinto as little as possible. 

0249 Further, in this embodiment, a plastic substrate 
made of fiberglass-reinforced plastics (FRP), polyvinylfluo 
ride (PVF), Mylar, polyester, an acrylic resin, or the like, in 
addition to a glass Substrate or a quartz Substrate can be used 
as a material which constitutes the sealed Substrate 1104. 
After the sealed substrate 1104 was bonded by using the first 
sealing material 1105 and the second sealing material 1107, 
it is possible to perform Sealing by a third Sealing material 
So that a side face (exposed face) is covered. 
0250) By Sealing the light emitting device by the trans 
parent protective layer 1117, the first sealing material 1105, 
and the Second Sealing material 1107 in a manner as 
described above, the light emitting device can thoroughly be 
Shielded from outside, and thereby a Substance, Such as 
moisture and oxygen, which deteriorates the organic com 
pound layer can be prevented from entering from outside. 
Accordingly, a light emitting apparatus having high reliabil 
ity can be obtained. 

0251 Further, as for the first electrode 1113, a both top 
and bottom emission type light emitting apparatus can be 
prepared by using a transparent conductive film. 

0252) In this embodiment, an example of a structure 
(hereinafter referred to as “top emission structure”) in which 
a layer containing an organic compound is formed on an 
anode and a cathode that is a transparent electrode is formed 
on the layer containing an organic compound, is described 
above. On the other hand, a structure having a light emitting 
apparatus (hereinafter referred to as “bottom emission struc 
ture') in which a layer containing an organic compound is 
formed on an anode and a cathode is formed on the organic 
compound layer and allowing luminescence generated in a 
layer containing the organic compound to emit from the 
anode, which is the transparent electrode, toward TFT may 
also be adopted. 
0253) An example of a light emitting apparatus having a 
bottom emission structure is shown in FIG. 13A and FIG. 
13B. 

0254 FIG. 13A is a top view of the light emitting 
apparatus, while FIG. 13B is a cross-sectional view taken 
along a line A-A in FIG. 13A. Reference numeral 1201 
indicated by a dotted line denotes a Source Signal line driver 
circuit, reference numeral 1202 denotes a pixel portion; and 
reference numeral 1203 denotes a gate Signal line driver 
circuit. Further, reference numeral 1204 denotes a sealed 
Substrate; reference numeral 1205 denotes a Sealing material 
in which a gap material for Securing a Sealed Space is 
contained; and an inside of an area Surrounded by the Sealing 
material 1205 is filled with an inert gas (typically, a nitrogen 
gas). A trace quantity of moisture present in the Space inside 
the area surrounded by the sealing material 1205 is removed 
by a desiccant 1207 and, accordingly, the Space is Suffi 
ciently dry. 
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0255 Reference number 1208 denotes a wiring for trans 
mitting a Signal to be inputted to the Source Signal line driver 
circuit 1201 and the gate signal line driver circuit 1203. The 
wiring 1208 receives a Video signal or a clock Signal from 
a flexible print circuit (FPC) 1209 which becomes an 
external input terminal. 
0256 Subsequently, a cross sectional structure will be 
described with reference to FIG. 13B. A driver circuit and 
a pixel portion are formed over a substrate 1210, but the 
pixel portion 1202 and the Source Signal line driver circuit 
1201 as the driver circuit are shown in FIG. 13B. In the 
Source signal line driver circuit 1201, a CMOS circuit in 
which an n-channel type TFT 1223 and a p-channel type 
TFT 1224 are combined is formed. 

0257) The pixel portion 1202 is formed with a plurality of 
pixels including a Switching TFT 1211, a current-controlling 
TFT 1212 and a first electrode (anode) 1213, comprising a 
transparent conductive film, that is electrically connected to 
a drain of the current-controlling TFT 1212. 

0258. In this embodiment, arranged is a structure in 
which the first electrode 1213 is formed in a manner that a 
part thereof is overlapped with a connecting electrode and 
the first electrode 1213 is electrically connected to a drain 
region of TFT via a connecting electrode. It is preferable that 
the first electrode 1213 have transparency and comprise an 
electrically conductive film having a large work function 
(for example, an indium oxide-tin oxide alloy (ITO), an 
indium oxide-zinc oxide alloy (In-O-ZnO), or zinc oxide 
(ZnO)). 
0259 An insulating substance 1214 (referred to as a 
bank, a partition wall, a barrier, a mound or the like) is 
formed on each end of the first electrode (anode) 1213. For 
the purpose of enhancing a coverage effect, a curved Surface 
having a curvature is formed in an upper end portion or a 
lower end portion of the insulating substance 1214. Further, 
the insulating Substance 1214 may be covered with a pro 
tective film comprising an aluminum nitride film, an alumi 
num oxynitride film, a thin film containing carbon as a 
primary component or a Silicon nitride film. 
0260 A layer containing an organic compound 1215 is 
selectively formed on the first electrode (anode) 1213 by a 
Vapor deposition method using a deposition mask or an 
inkjet method. Further, a second electrode (cathode) 1216 is 
formed on the layer containing the organic compound 1215. 
AS for the cathode, a material having a Small work function 
(for example Al, Ag, Li, Ca, alloys of thereof, that is, MgAg, 
Mgn, All i, CaF2, or CaN) may be used. In Such a manner 
as described above, a light emitting device 1218 comprising 
the first electrode (anode) 1213, the layer containing the 
organic compound 1215, and the Second electrode (cathode) 
1216 is fabricated. The light emitting device 1218 emits 
light in a direction which an arrow in FIG. 13A and FIG. 
13B indicates. The light emitting device 1218 in this 
embodiment is one type of light emitting apparatuses which 
can obtain mono-color luminescence of R, G, or B. Three 
light emitting devices in which layers containing an organic 
compound that is capable of obtaining R, G, or Blumines 
cence are Selectively formed are made to a full-color light 
emitting device. 

0261) Further, a protective layer 1217 is formed in order 
to seal the light emitting device 1218. As for the protective 
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layer 1217, the protective laminate shown in Embodiment 
Mode 2 can be adopted. The protective laminate comprises 
a laminated layer that includes a first inorganic insulating 
film, a StreSS relaxation film and a Second inorganic insu 
lating film. 

0262 Further, in order to seal the light emitting device 
1218, the sealed substrate 1204 is bonded thereto by using 
the Sealing material 1205 in an inert gas atmosphere. A 
receSS portion has previously been formed on the Sealed 
substrate 1204 by a sand-blast method or the like and then, 
a desiccant 1207 is bonded to the thus-formed recess por 
tion. As for the sealing material 1205, it is preferable that an 
epoxy type resin is used. It is also preferable that the Sealing 
material 1205 is a material that allows moisture or oxygen 
to penetrate thereinto as little as possible. 

0263. Further, in this embodiment, a plastic substrate 
made of fiberglass-reinforced plastics (FRP), polyvinyl fluo 
ride (PVF), Mylar, polyester, an acrylic resin or the like, in 
addition to a metal Substrate, a glass Substrate or a quartz 
Substrate can be used as a material which constitutes the 
sealed substrate 1204 having the recess portion. It is also 
possible to perform Sealing by using a metal can in which a 
desiccant is bonded to the inside thereof. 

0264. Further, this embodiment can freely be combined 
with any one of Embodiment Modes 1 to 4 and Embodi 
ments 1 and 2. 

Embodiment 4 

0265. In this embodiment, a cross sectional structure of 
one pixel, particularly States and manners of connections in 
regard to a light emitting device and a TFT, and a shape of 
a partition wall to be provided between pixels will be 
described. 

0266. In FIG. 14A, reference numeral 40 denotes a 
Substrate, 41 denotes a partition wall (referred to also as 
“mound”), 42 denotes an insulating film, 43 denotes a first 
electrode (anode), 44 denotes a layer containing an organic 
compound, 45 denotes a second electrode (cathode), and 46 
denotes a TFT. 

0267 In the TFT reference numerals 46, 46a denotes a 
channel forming region, 46b and 46c each denote a Source 
region or a drain region, 46d denotes a gate electrode, 46e 
and 46f each denote a Source electrode or a drain electrode. 
Although a top-gate type TFT is described in this embodi 
ment, the TFT is not limited to a particular type and a reverse 
Stagger type TFT or a regular Stagger type TFT is permis 
sible. Further, 46f denotes the electrode which is connected 
with TFT 46 by allowing 46f to be in partial contact with the 
first electrode 43 in an overlapping manner. 

0268. In FIG. 14B, a cross sectional structure which is 
partially different from that shown in FIG. 14A is shown. 
0269. In FIG. 14B, the overlapping manner between the 

first electrode 43 and the electrode 46f is different from that 
as shown in FIG. 14A, namely, the first electrode 43 is 
patterned and, then, the electrode 46f is formed such that it 
is partially lapped over the thus-patterned first electrode 43 
to allow the electrode 46f to be connected with the TFT. 
0270. In FIG. 14C, a cross sectional structure which is 
partially different from that shown in FIG. 14A is shown. 
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0271 In FIG. 14C, an additional interlayer insulating 
layer is further provided whereupon the first electrode is 
connected with the electrode of the TFT via a contact hole. 

0272 Further, a cross sectional shape of the partition wall 
41 may be of a tapered one as shown in FIG. 14D. Such 
shape can be obtained by first exposing a resist to light by 
using a photolithography method and, then, etching a non 
photosensitive organic resin or an inorganic insulating film. 
0273 Still further, when a positive-type photosensitive 
organic resin is used, as shown in FIG. 14E, a shape having 
a curved Surface on a top end thereof can be obtained. 
0274. On the contrary, when a negative-type photosensi 
tive resin is used, as shown in FIG. 14F, a shape having a 
curved Surface on each of top and bottom ends thereof can 
be obtained. 

0275. This embodiment can freely be combined with any 
one of Embodiment Modes 1 to 4 and Embodiments 1 to 3. 

Embodiment 5 

0276 Various modules (active matrix EL module) can be 
completed by implementing the present invention. Thus, all 
electronic appliances in which Such modules are incorpo 
rated can be completed. 

0277 Such electronic appliances are as follows: video 
cameras, digital cameras, head mounted displays (goggle 
type displays), car navigation systems, projectors, car Ste 
reos, personal computers, portable information terminals 
(mobile computers, mobile phones or electronic books etc.) 
etc. Practical examples thereof are shown in FIGS. 15A to 
16C. 

0278 FIG. 15A is a personal computer which includes a 
main body 2001, an image input section 2002, a display 
portion 2003, a keyboard 2004 and the like. 

0279 FIG. 15B is a video camera which includes a main 
body 2101, a display portion 2102, a voice input section 
2103, operation Switches 2104, a battery 2105, an image 
receiving section 2106 and the like. 

0280 FIG. 15C is a game machine which includes a 
main body 2201, operation Switches 2204, a display portion 
2205 and the like. 

0281 FIG. 15D is a player using a recording medium 
which records a program (hereinafter, referred to as a 
recording medium), including a main body 2401, a display 
portion 2402, a speaker portion 2403, a recording medium 
2404, an operation switch 24.05 and the like. In addition, the 
player using a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), a CD or the like 
as a recording medium can be used for enjoying music, 
cinema, game, Internet or the like. 

0282 FIG.15E is a digital camera which includes a main 
body 2501, a display portion 2502, a view finder 2503, 
operation Switches 2504, and an image receiving Section 
(not shown in the drawing) etc. 
0283 FIG. 16A is a mobile phone which includes a main 
body 2901, a voice output section 2902, a voice input section 
2903, a display portion 2904, operation switches 2905, an 
antenna 2906, an image input Section (CCD, image Sensor, 
etc.) 2907 and the like. 
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0284 FIG. 16B is a portable book (electronic book) 
which includes a main body 3001, display portions 3002 and 
3003, a recording medium 3004, operation switches 3005, 
an antenna 3006 and the like. 

0285 FIG. 16C is a display unit which includes a main 
body 3101, a supporting portion 3102, a display portion 
3103 and the like. 

0286. In addition, the display shown in FIG. 16C can 
have a Small, medium or large size display portion, for 
example a size of 5 to 20 inches. Further, in manufacturing 
the displayS portion with Such sizes, it is preferable to use a 
Substrate with one meter on a Side to mass-produce display 
portions. 

0287. As described above, the applicable range of the 
present invention is So wide that the invention can be applied 
to manufacturing of electronic appliances of various fields. 
Note that the electronic appliances of this embodiment can 
be achieved by utilizing any combination of Structures in 
Embodiment Mode 1 to 4 and Embodiment 1 to 4. 

Embodiment 6 

0288 The electronic appliances represented in Embodi 
ment Mode 5 includes a panel in which light emitting device 
is sealed, a module in which the panel is provided with IC 
including a controller and a circuit Such as a power Source 
circuit. The module and the panel are both corresponding to 
one mode of the light emitting apparatus. In the present 
invention, a specific Structure of the module will be 
described. 

0289 FIG. 17A shows an appearance of a module in 
which a panel 1800 is provided with a controller 1801 and 
a power source circuit 1802. The panel 1800 is provided 
with a pixel portion 1803 in which a light emitting device is 
provided in each pixel, a gate line driver circuit 1804 for 
Selecting a pixel in the pixel portion 1803, and a Source line 
driver circuit 1805 for supplying a video signal to the 
Selected pixel. 

0290 The controller 1801 and the power source circuit 
1802 are provided in a printed Substrate 1806, various kinds 
of Signals and power Supply Voltage outputted from the 
controller 1801 or the power source circuit 1802 are Sup 
plied via FPC 1807 to the pixel portion 1803, the gate line 
driver circuit 1804, and the Source line driver circuit 1805 in 
the panel 1800. 
0291. The power supply voltage and the various kinds of 
signals are supplied to the printed circuit 1806 via an 
interface (I/F) 1808 in which a plurality of input terminals 
are arranged. 

0292 Although the printed substrate 1806 is mounted on 
the panel 1800 with FPC in this embodiment, the present 
invention is not limited to this structure. The controller 1801 
and the power source circuit 1802 may be provided directly 
on the panel 1800 with COG (Chip on Class) method. 
0293. Further, in the printed circuit 1806, there is a case 
that a capacitance formed between leading wirings and a 
resistance of a wiring itself cause a noise to a power Supply 
Voltage or a Signal, or make a rise of a signal dull. Therefore, 
various kinds of devices Such as a capacitor and a buffer may 
be provided in order to prevent the noise from being caused 
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to the power Supply Voltage or a Signal and the dull rise of 
the signal in the printed substrate 1806. 
0294 FIG. 17B is a block diagram showing a structure of 
the printed substrate 1806. Various kinds of signals and 
power supply voltage supplied to the interface 1808 are 
supplied to the controller 1801 and the power source circuit 
1802. 

0295) The controller 1801 has an A/D converter 1809, a 
phase locked loop(PLL) 1810, control-signal generating 
portion 1811, and SRAMs (Static Random Access Memory) 
1812 and 1813. Although the SRAM is used in this embodi 
ment, instead of the SRAM, SDRAM can be used and 
DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) can also be 
used if it is possible to write in and read out data at high 
Speed. 

0296 Video signals supplied via the interface 1808 are 
Subjected to a parallel-Serial conversion in the A/D converter 
1809 to be input into the control-signal generating portion 
1811 as Video signals corresponding to respective colors of 
R, G, and B. Further, based on various kinds of Signals 
supplied via the interface 1808, Hsync signal, Vsync signal, 
clock signal CLK, and volts alternating current (AC cont) 
are generated in the A/D converter 1809 to be input into the 
control Signal generating portion 1811. 
0297. The phase-locked loop 1810 has a function to 
Synchronize the phase of the frequency of each Signal 
supplied through the interface 1808 with the phase of the 
operating frequency of the control-signal generating portion 
1811. The operating frequency of the control-signal gener 
ating portion 1811 is not necessarily the same as the fre 
quency of each Signal Supplied through the interface 1808, 
but the operating frequency of the control-Signal generating 
portion 1811 and the frequency of each Signal Supplied 
through the interface 1808 are adjusted in order to synchro 
nize one another in the phase-locked loop 1810. 
0298 The video signal inputted to the control-signal 
generating portion 1811 is once written into and held on the 
SRAM 1812, 1813. The control-signal generating portion 
1811 reads out the Video signals corresponding to all the 
pixels, one bit by one bit, from among all the bits of video 
signals held on the SRAM 1812 and Supplies them to the 
source line driver circuit 1805 in the panel 1800. 
0299 The control-signal generating portion 1811 Sup 
plies the information concerning a period during which the 
light emitting apparatus of each bit causes light emission, to 
the scanning-line driver circuit 1804 in the panel 1800. 
0300. The power source circuit 1802 Supplies a prede 
termined power Supply Voltage to the Source line driver 
circuit 1805, scanning-line driver circuit 1804, and pixel 
portion 1803 in the panel 1800. 
0301 Explanation is now made on the configuration of 
the power source circuit 1802 with reference to FIG. 18. The 
power source circuit 1802 of this embodiment comprises a 
Switching regulator 1854 using four Switching regulator 
controls 1860 and a series regulator 1855. 
0302 Generally, the Switching regulator that is small in 
Size and light in weight as compared to the Series regulator 
can raise Voltage and invert polarities besides Voltage reduc 
tion. On the other hand, the Series regulator that is used only 
in Voltage reduction has well output Voltage accuracy as 
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compared to the Switching regulator, hardly causing ripples 
or noises. The power source circuit 1802 of this embodiment 
mode uses a combination of the both. 

0303) The switching regulator 1854 shown in FIG. 18 
has a switching regulator control (SWR) 1860, an attenuator 
(ATT) 1861, a transformer (T) 1862, an inductor (L) 1863, 
a reference power supply (Vref) 1864, an oscillator circuit 
(OSC) 1865, a diode 1866, a bipolar transistor 1867, a 
varistor 1868 and a capacitor 1869. 
0304. When a voltage of an external Li-ion battery (3.6 
V) or the like is transformed in the Switching regulator 1854, 
generated are a power Supply Voltage to be Supplied to a 
cathode and a power Supply Voltage to be Supplied to the 
Switching regulator 1854. 
0305 The series regulator 1855 has a band-gap circuit 
(BG) 1870, an amplifier 1871, operational amplifiers 1872, 
a current source 1873, a varistor 1874 and a bipolar tran 
sistor 1875, and is supplied with a power Supply voltage 
generated at the Switching regulator 1854. 
0306 In the series regulator 1855, a power supply volt 
age generated by the Switching regulator 1854 is used to 
generate a direct current power Supply Voltage to be Supplied 
to a wiring (current Supply line) for Supplying current to the 
anodes of various-color of light emitting devices according 
to a constant Voltage generated by the band-gap circuit 1870. 
0307 Incidentally, the current source 1873 is used for a 
drive method to write video signal current to a pixel. In this 
case, the current generated by the current source 1873 is 
supplied to the source line driver circuit 1805 in the panel 
1800. In the case of a drive method to write the video signal 
voltage to a pixel, the current source 1873 is not always 
required. 
0308 A Switching regulator, an OSC, an amplifier and an 
operation amplifier are formed using TFT, 
0309 The structure of this embodiment may be freely 
combined with any of the structures of Embodiment Mode 
1 to 4 and Embodiment 1 to 5. 

Embodiment 7 

0310. In this embodiment, an example in which an 
evaporation Source holder is moved perpendicular or in 
parallel to a side of a Substrate while allowing a longitudinal 
direction and a movement direction of the evaporation 
Source holder to be same with each other will be described 
with reference to FIGS. 19A and 19B. 

0311. In FIG. 19A, reference numeral 1912 denotes a 
holder moving path, reference numeral 1913 denotes a 
large-size Substrate, and reference numeral 1917 denotes an 
evaporation Source holder. By allowing the longitudinal 
direction and the moving direction of the evaporation Source 
holder to be same with each other, regions (in Stripes) to be 
Vapor-deposited are finely overlapped with each other to aim 
for a uniform film thickneSS on an entire Substrate. A vapor 
deposition method as shown in FIG. 19A is appropriate to 
a case in which a Same material is prepared in all containers 
and a large film thickneSS is obtained in a short period of 
time. 

0312 Further, an even number of crucibles is prepared 
and, as shown in FIG. 19B as an example, an evaporation 
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material may be aimed for becoming fine particles by 
abutting with each other Such that each center of the evapo 
ration Source holder 1917 is crossed over. On this occasion, 
a point in which Such croSSover is performed is situated in 
a space between a mask (and a Substrate) and the container. 
0313 This embodiment can freely be combined with any 
one of Embodiment Modes 1 to 3 and Embodiments 1 to 5. 

Embodiment 8 

0314 FIG. 20A shows an embodiment mode of a circuit 
diagram of a pixel while FIG. 20B shows a cross sectional 
diagram of a TFT to be used in a pixel portion. Reference 
numeral 901 corresponds to a Switching TFT for controlling 
an input of a video signal to a pixel while 902 corresponds 
to a driving TFT for controlling a Supply of electric current 
to a light emitting device 903. Concretely, a drain electric 
current of the driving TFT 902 is controlled in accordance 
with a potential of the Video Signal inputted in the pixel via 
the Switching TFT 901 whereupon the drain electric current 
is supplied to the light emitting device 903. Reference 
numeral 904 corresponds to a capacitor element (hereinafter 
referred to also as “capacitor”) for holding a gate-Source 
voltage (hereinafter referred to also as "gate voltage') of the 
driving TFT at the time when the switching TFT 901 is in a 
turning-off state; however, the capacitor element 904 is not 
necessarily provided. 
0315. In FIG. 20A, specifically, a gate electrode of the 
switching TFT901 is connected with a scanning line G, and 
one of the Source region and the drain region is connected 
with a signal line S while the other is connected with a gate 
of the driving TFT 902. One of the source region and the 
drain region of the driving TFT 902 is connected with a 
power supply line V while the other is connected with a pixel 
electrode 905 of the light emitting device 903. One of two 
electrodes of the capacitor element 904 is connected with a 
gate electrode of the driving TFT 902 while the other is 
connected with the power Supply line V. 
0316) In FIGS. 20A and 20B, formed is a multi-gate 
structure in which the Switching TFT 901 is serially con 
nected and a plurality of TFTs connected with the gate 
electrode share a first Semiconductor film thereamong. By 
the multi-gate Structure, an electric current of the Switching 
TFT901 in a turning-off state can be reduced. Concretely, in 
FIGS. 20A and 20B, although the switching TFT 901 has a 
structure in which two TFTs are serially connected, a multi 
gate structure in which three or more of TFTs are serially 
connected and, further, the gate electrode is connected is 
also permissible. The Switching TFT is not necessarily of a 
multi-gate Structure and may be a TFT having an ordinary 
Single-gate Structure in which the gate electrode and the 
channel forming region are each in a singular number. 
0317 Tufts 901 and 902 are of a reverse stagger type 
(hereinafter referred to also as “bottom-gate type). An active 
layer of the TFT employs an amorphous Semiconductor or a 
Semi-amorphous Semiconductor. When the active layer of 
the TFT is allowed to be the semi-amorphous semiconduc 
tor, not only a pixel portion but also the driver circuit can be 
formed on a same Substrate and, Since an in type is higher in 
mobility than ap type, the n type is appropriate for the driver 
circuit; however, each TFT may either be of n type orp type. 
Even when the TFT having either one of such polarities is 
employed, it is desirable that all of the TFTs formed on a 
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Same Substrate have a same polarity in order to SuppreSS 
production Steps to a Small number. 
0318. The driving TFT902 of the pixel portion comprises 
a gate electrode 920 formed on a substrate 900, a gate 
insulating film 911 covering the gate electrode 920, and a 
first semiconductor film 922 formed by a semi-amorphous 
semiconductor film and lapped over the gate electrode 920 
with the gate insulating film 911 sandwiched therebetween. 
The driving TFT 902 further comprises a pair of second 
Semiconductor films 923 functioning as a Source region or a 
drain region, and a third semiconductor film 924 provided 
between the first semiconductor film 922 and the second 
semiconductor film 923. 

0319. The second semiconductor film 923 is formed by 
an amorphous Semiconductor film or a Semi-amorphous 
Semiconductor film and is added with an impurity which 
imparts the Semiconductor film with one conductivity type. 
A pair of second semiconductor films 923 is provided on 
opposite sides of a channel forming region of the first 
semiconductor film 922 such that they face each other. 
0320. The third semiconductor film 924 is formed by an 
amorphous Semiconductor film or a Semi-amorphous Semi 
conductor film, has a Same conductivity type as that of the 
second semiconductor film 923 and has a property that 
electric conductivity thereof is lower than that of the second 
semiconductor film 923. Since the third semiconductor film 
924 functions as an LDD region, it diffuses an electric field 
which concentrates on an end portion of the Second semi 
conductor film 923 which functions as the drain region 
whereupon a hot-carrier effect can be prevented. Although 
the third semiconductor film 924 is not necessarily provided, 
Such provision thereof enhances pressure resistance and 
reliability of the TFT. Further, when the driving TFT 902 is 
of an in type, an n-type conductivity type can be obtained 
without particularly adding the impurity which imparts the 
n-type at the time when the third semiconductor film 924 is 
formed. Therefore, when the TFT 902 is of the n type, the 
impurity of n type is not necessarily added to the third 
semiconductor film 924. However, an impurity which 
imparts electric conductivity of a p type is added to the first 
Semiconductor film on which a channel is formed to control 
the conductivity type thereof So as to be as near to a I type 
as possible. 

0321) A wiring 925 is formed such that it is in contact 
with a pair of the third semiconductor films 924. 
0322 Further, a first passivation film 940 and a second 
passivation film 941 each comprising an insulating film are 
formed such that they cover the TFTs 901 and 902, and the 
wiring 925. Such passivation films which cover the TFTs 
901 and 902 are not limited to a structure made of two layers 
and may either have a structure made of a monolayer or 
three or more layers. For example, the first passivation film 
940 can be formed by using silicon nitride while the second 
passivation film 941 can be formed by using silicon oxyni 
tride. By forming Such passivation film by using Silicon 
nitride or silicon oxynitride, the TFTs 901 and 902 can be 
prevented from being deteriorated by an influence of mois 
ture or OXygen. 

0323) TFTs 901 and 902 and the wiring 925 are covered 
by a flat interlayer insulating film 905. As for the flat 
interlayer insulating film 905, a film which has been pre 
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pared by performing a flattening treatment on an insulating 
film by means of a PCVD method, or a SiOX film having an 
alkyl group which has been prepared by using a siloxane 
type polymer by means of a coating method may be used. 
0324. Thereafter, a contact hole which reaches the wiring 
925 is formed and, then, a pixel electrode 930 which is 
electrically connected with one end of the wiring 925 is 
formed. 

0325 Subsequently, an insulating substance 929 (herein 
after referred to also as “bank”, “partition wall”, “barrier', 
or “mound”) which covers an end portion of the pixel 
electrode 930 is formed. As for the insulating substance 929, 
an inorganic material (for example, Silicon oxide, Silicon 
nitride, or Silicon oxide nitride), a photosensitive or non 
photosensitive organic material (for example, polyimide, 
acrylic compound, polyamide, polyimidoamide, resist, or 
benzocyclobutene), a laminate thereof, or the like can be 
used. On this occasion, the photoSensitive organic resin 
covered with a Silicon nitride film is used. For example, 
when a positive-type photoSensitive acrylic compound is 
used as an organic resin material, it is preferable to allow 
only a top end of the insulating Substance to have a curved 
Surface having a curvature radius. AS for the insulating 
Substance, any one of a negative type which becomes 
insoluble to an etchant by a photoSensitive light and a 
positive type which becomes Soluble to the etchant by a light 
can be used. Further, a SiOX film having an alkyl group 
which can be obtained by using a cyclohexane-type polymer 
by means of a coating method may be applied also to the 
insulating substance 929. 
0326. Thereafter, an electric field light emitting layer 931 
is formed such that it lies on top of the pixel electrode 930 
of the light emitting device 903. The electric field light 
emitting layer 931 has a laminate structure in which at least 
one layer is Selectively formed by using a vapor deposition 
system as shown in FIG. 1. By using the vapor deposition 
System (an example thereof being shown in FIG. 1) appro 
priate for a mass-production Steps while using a large-area 
Substrate, waste of the evaporation material is Suppressed, 
thereby allowing an overall production cost of the light 
emitting device to be reduced. 
0327. Thereafter, a counter electrode 932 is formed such 
that it is in contact with the electric field light emitting layer 
931. The light emitting device 903 comprises a cathode and 
an anode whereupon one of them is used as a pixel electrode 
while the other one is used as a counter electrode. 

0328. When a vapor deposition system is used as the 
pixel electrode 930, light emitted from the electric field light 
emitting layer 931 passes through the Substrate 900 and 
emerges therefrom in a direction of an arrow as shown in 
FG, 2OB. 

0329. In this embodiment, since the third semiconductor 
film comprising a channel forming region is formed by using 
the Semi-amorphous Semiconductor, the TFT having a 
higher mobility than the TFT which uses an amorphous 
Semiconductor film can be obtained; hence, the driver circuit 
and the pixel portion can be formed on a Same Substrate. 
0330. This embodiment can freely be combined with 
Embodiment mode 1 or Embodiment 5. 

0331. The present invention can provide a fabrication 
System by which a container in which a evaporation material 
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is filled in a Sealed manner or a film thickness monitor can 
transported from an installation chamber connected to a 
Vapor deposition System without being exposed to air. 
According to the present invention, evaporation materials 
are treated more easily and mixing of impurities into the 
evaporation materials can be prevented. By using Such 
fabrication System, it is possible to install a container that is 
Sealed by a material manufacturer inside a vapor deposition 
System without exposing it to air, and thus, adhesion of 
moisture or oxygen to evaporation materials can be pre 
vented. This can provide much higher degree of purity for a 
light emitting device from here on. 
0332. When an amorphous semiconductor film or semi 
amorphous Semiconductor film is used as an active layer of 
a TFT, a uniform film thickness can be obtained on a whole 
face of a large area Substrate. Manufacturing cost of a light 
emitting apparatus can be reduced and, at the same time, a 
Vapor deposition System in which loSS of evaporation mate 
rial is reduced can be provided. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A fabrication System comprising: 
a load chamber; 
a transport chamber connected with Said load chamber; 
a plurality of film formation chambers connected with 

Said transport chamber; and 
an installation chamber connected with each of Said film 

formation chambers, 
wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 

comprises: 
alignment means for allowing positions of a mask and 

a Substrate to be in registry with each other; 
Substrate holding means, 
a plurality of evaporation Source holders, and 
means for moving Said evaporation Source holders, 

wherein each of Said evaporation Source holderS has 
containers, Said containers being arranged in a longi 
tudinal direction of each of Said evaporation Source 
holders, in each of Said containers an evaporation 
material is contained, and means for heating Said con 
tainers, 

wherein Said installation chamber comprises: 
means for heating Said containers previously; and 
means for transporting Said containers into Said evapo 

ration Source holders in Said film formation chamber; 
wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 

connects with a first vacuum exhaust treatment cham 
ber for allowing an inside of each of said film formation 
chambers to be in a vacuum State, and 

wherein Said installation chamber connects with a Second 
Vacuum exhaust treatment chamber for allowing an 
inside of Said installation chamber to be in a vacuum 
State. 

2. The vapor deposition System according to claim 1, 
wherein Said Substrate holding device overlaps a terminal 
region, a cut region, or an end portion of the Substrate with 
a mask being Sandwiched therebetween. 
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3. The fabrication System according to claim 1, wherein 
Said Substrate holding device and Said mask are bonded or 
welded with each other. 

4. The fabrication System according to claim 1, wherein 
Said means for moving Said evaporation Source holderS has 
a mechanism moving Said evaporation Source holders in an 
X-axis direction at a given pitch and, further, a Y-axis 
direction at another given pitch. 

5. The fabrication System according to claim 1, wherein 
Said containers are arranged at equal intervals in each of the 
evaporation Source holder. 

6. The fabrication System according to claim 1, wherein 
the evaporation Sources holderS is rectangular. 

7. A fabrication System comprising: 
a load chamber, 
a transport chamber connected with Said load chamber; 
a plurality of film formation chambers connected with 

Said transport chamber; and 
an installation chamber connected with each of Said film 

formation chambers, 
wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 

comprises: 
alignment means for allowing positions of a mask and 

a Substrate to be in registry with each other; 
an evaporation Source holder; and 
means for moving Said evaporation Source holder; 

wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 
connects with a vacuum treatment chamber for allow 
ing an inside of each of Said film formation chambers 
to be in a vacuum State; 

wherein Said evaporation Source holder has containers, 
Said containers being arranged in a longitudinal direc 
tion of Said evaporation Source holder, in each of Said 
containers an evaporation material is contained, and 
means for heating Said containers, and 

wherein Said means for moving Said evaporation Source 
holder moves Said evaporation Source holder with a 
longitudinal direction thereof being Set obliquely to a 
side of the Substrate in an X direction or a Y direction 
of the Substrate. 

8. The fabrication system according to claim 7, wherein 
the evaporation Source holder is rectangular. 

9. A fabrication System comprising: 
a load chamber, 
a transport chamber connected with Said load chamber; 
a plurality of film formation chambers connected with 

Said transport chamber; and 
an installation chamber connected with each of Said film 

formation chambers, 
wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 

comprises: 
alignment means for allowing positions of a mask and 

a Substrate to be in registry with each other, 
an evaporation Source holder; and 
means for moving Said evaporation Source holder; 
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wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 
connected with a vacuum exhaust treatment chamber 
for allowing an inside of each of Said film formation 
chambers to be in a vacuum State; 

wherein Said evaporation Source holder has containers, 
Said containers being arranged in a longitudinal direc 
tion of Said evaporation Source holder, in each of 
containers an evaporation material is contained, and 
means for heating Said containers, and 

wherein a Side of the Substrate is Set obliquely to a 
direction in which Said evaporation Source holder is 
moved. 

10. The fabrication system according to claim 9, wherein 
the evaporation Source holder is rectangular. 

11. A manufacturing method for a light emitting device: 
comprising the Steps of: 

forming a Semiconductor film over a Substrate having an 
insulating Surface; 

irradiating a laser beam on Said Semiconductor film in a 
Scanning manner; 

forming a TFT comprising Said Semiconductor film; 
forming a first electrode connected with said TFT, 
moving an evaporation Source holder provided with a 

organic compound in a direction different from a Scan 
ning direction of Said laser beam to form a film con 
taining Said organic compound over Said first electrode, 
and 

forming a Second electrode over Said film containing Said 
organic compound. 

12. The manufacturing method for a light emitting device 
according to claim 11, wherein the evaporation Source 
holder is rectangular. 

13. The manufacturing method for a light emitting device 
according to claim 11, wherein Said laser is one of a 
continuously oscillating laser and a pulse oscillation laser, 
and Said laser is one or more kinds of members Selected from 
the group consisting of YAG laser, YVO laser, YLF laser, 
YAlO laser, Y-O laser, glass laser, ruby laser, alexandrite 
laser and Ti:sapphire laser. 

14. The manufacturing method for a light emitting device 
according to claim 11, wherein Said laser is one of a 
continuously oscillating laser and a pulse oscillation laser, 
and Said laser is one or more kinds of members Selected from 
the group consisting of excimer laser, Ar laser and Kr laser. 

15. A manufacturing method for a light emitting device 
comprising the Steps of: 

forming a Semiconductor film over a Substrate having an 
insulating Surface; 

irradiating a laser beam over Said Semiconductor film in a 
Scanning manner; 

forming a TFT comprising Said Semiconductor film; 

forming a first electrode connected with said TFT, 
moving an evaporation Source holder provided with Said 

organic compound in a direction different from a direc 
tion perpendicular to a Scanning direction of Said laser 
beam to form a film containing an organic compound 
over Said first electrode, and 
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forming Said Second electrode over a film containing Said 
organic compound. 

16. The manufacturing method for a light emitting device 
according to claim 15, wherein the evaporation Source 
holder is rectangular. 

17. The manufacturing method for a light emitting device 
according to claim 15, wherein Said laser is one of a 
continuously oscillating laser and a pulse oscillation laser, 
and Said laser is one or more kinds of members Selected from 
the group consisting of YAG laser, YVO laser, YLF laser, 
YAlO laser, Y-O laser, glass laser, ruby laser, alexandrite 
laser and Ti:sapphire laser. 

18. The manufacturing method for a light emitting device 
according to claim 15, wherein Said laser is one of a 
continuously oscillating laser and a pulse oscillation laser, 
and Said laser is one or more kinds of members Selected from 
the group consisting of excimer laser, Ar laser and Kr laser. 

19. A fabrication System comprising: 

a load chamber, 

a transport chamber connected with Said load chamber; 
a plurality of film formation chambers connected with 

Said transport chamber; and 
an installation chamber connected with each of Said film 

formation chambers, 

wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 
comprises: 

a CCD camera and a stopper for allowing positions of 
a mask and a Substrate to be in registry with each 
other; 

a frame; 

a plurality of evaporation Source holders, and 
a stage for moving Said evaporation Source holders, 

wherein Said each of evaporation Source holderS has 
containers, Said containers being arranged in a longi 
tudinal direction of each of Said evaporation Source 
holders, in each of Said containers an evaporation 
material is contained, and a heater for heating Said 
containers, 

wherein Said installation comprises: 
a heater for heating Said containers previously; and 
a transporting robot for transporting Said containers 

into Said evaporation Source holders in Said film 
formation chamber; 

wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 
connects with a first vacuum exhaust treatment cham 
ber for allowing an inside of each of said film formation 
chambers to be in a vacuum State; and 

wherein Said installation chamber chambers connects 
with a Second vacuum exhaust treatment chamber for 
allowing an inside of Said installation chamber to be in 
a Vacuum State. 

20. The vapor deposition System according to claim 19, 
wherein Said frame overlaps a terminal region, a cut region, 
or an end portion of the Substrate with a mask being 
Sandwiched therebetween. 
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21. The fabrication system according to claim 19, wherein 
Said frame and Said mask are bonded or welded with each 
other. 

22. The fabrication System according to claim 19, wherein 
Said Stage has a mechanism moving Said evaporation Source 
holders in an X-axis direction at a given pitch and, further, 
a Y-axis direction at another given pitch. 

23. The fabrication system according to claim 19, wherein 
Said containers are arranged at equal intervals in each of Said 
evaporation Source holders. 

24. The fabrication system according to claim 19, wherein 
the rectangular evaporation Source holders are rectangular. 

25. A fabrication System comprising: 
a load chamber; 
a transport chamber connected with Said load chamber; 
a plurality of film formation chambers connected with 

Said transport chamber; and 
an installation chamber connected with each of Said film 

formation chambers, 
wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 

comprises: 
a CCD camera and a stopper for allowing positions of 

a mask and a Substrate to be in registry with each 
other; 

an evaporation Source holder; and 
a stage for moving Said evaporation Source holder; 

wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 
connects with a vacuum treatment chamber for allow 
ing an inside of each of Said film formation chambers 
to be in a vacuum State; 

wherein Said evaporation Source holder has containers, 
Said containers being arranged in a longitudinal direc 
tion of Said evaporation Source holder, in each of Said 
containers an evaporation material is contained, and a 
heater for heating Said containers, and 
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wherein Said Stage moves an evaporation Source holder 
with a longitudinal direction thereof being Set obliquely 
to a side of the Substrate in an X direction or a Y 
direction of the Substrate. 

26. The fabrication System according to claim 25, wherein 
the evaporation Source holder is rectangular. 

27. A fabrication System comprising: 
a load chamber, 
a transport chamber connected with Said load chamber; 
a plurality of film formation chambers connected with 

Said transport chamber; and 
an installation chamber connected with Said film forma 

tion chambers, 
wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 

comprises: 
a CCD camera and a stopper for allowing positions of 

a mask and a Substrate to be in registry with each 
other, an evaporation Source holder; and 

a stage for moving Said evaporation Source holder; 
wherein each of said plurality of film formation chambers 

connects with a vacuum exhaust treatment chamber for 
allowing an inside of each of Said film formation 
chambers to be in a vacuum State; 

wherein Said evaporation Source holder has containers, 
Said containers being arranged in a longitudinal direc 
tion of Said evaporation Source holder, in each of 
containers an evaporation material is contained, and a 
heater for heating Said containers, and 

wherein a side of the Substrate is Set obliquely to a 
direction in which Said evaporation Source holder is 
moved. 

28. The fabrication system according to claim 27, wherein 
the evaporation Source holder is rectangular. 
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